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Introduction
I C

by David O. Imig

1
Executive Director

The Amerj.oan Assopiation of Colleges
for Teaoher Education

Y.

ti

The Amerioan Assooiation o Colleges for Teioher Education represents
several teacher education schools, colleges or departments that can be
olassified as independent liberal arts institution*. These institutions'
needs naturally differ in many respeots from those of, large public
institutions, state colleges and' universities, andland grant universities,
which AACTE also represents.,

On the'other hand, all teacher education institutions represented by the
Assooiation are concerned with providing the beist,quailty teacher education
pivograma possible within their oontexts and constraints. AACTE members share
a oommitWetA to furthering the tehaher-eduoationprofesTon's effectiveness,
appropriateness, and overall qualityp

Teacher education is undergoing .a dramatic revolution sparked by its own
to improvement apd,by society's neeefor change 4.n all'levels of

eduoati . The profession is exploring solutions to the.ohallenges and 4s
examining kolasues involved in the struggle to increase teacher
effectiveness.

An open lhange of.ideai is,the result, and collaboration among the
many;typesi si 4S and professiondi approaches of teacher education
Institutions is the key to the profession's successful answer to the
-challenges facing it.. In this spirit, AACTE andILACTE aireed to ex0ere
critical issues and conSiderations, of teacher education-in the liberal arts
institution's oontext throUgh this publication.

.

The six papers in this publiclatiob explore the fiber 1 arts,
institution's opportunities to improve teaoher.education.to meet society's
intensified demands within limitations with which liberal.arts institutions
typically must wrestle. The authorshighlight the many advantages such
institutions can offer in the- Reparation of teachers, the collaborative
efforts institutions clan sngageAn to improve their programs, and the
obstacles imply institution* experience.,

lee

4
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Consensils on thepe matters was not the publication's goal. If any

lealson seems to stmive over the evolution of' teacher eduoati9n, it is that
-teacher education,must abrace a wide variety ,of approaches. AACTE-members
share,the oonviation-that the best teacher eduoation combines both solid
liberal arts Oduoittion-Sa600hUtiOiited OrOfe6SiOnal training. The debate .

around choosing between the two prongs is a. false one; the real qUestion the".
profession must answer is how the different teacher eduoatiqp settings can

Provide a thorough. backgroUnd without sacrificing Institutiohal.varietyqind
riqueness.

4.
This publication stimulate; thought along those lines and-suggests

suooessful.approaohes. The key conoept is oollaborationamonginstitutions,
among associations, and'among individual faculty members-rto devise the

.
strategies and creative responses to the challenges teacher Sductition faces-

today.
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Introduction

by Kenneth t. Vas

The College of St. Catherine

Saint Paul, Minnesota
4

. Past President' ,.13,
\:

1

.

,10e Association of Independent
Liberal Arts Colleges for Teacher Education,

. .
,.''

The Association of Independent Liberal Arts Colleges for Teacher
Education (AILACTE) was formed.in 100 to provide a. network of communioatioP*
collaboration, and support among independent libeintl arts teacher preparation
institutions across the United States. AILACTE strives to address issues,
concerns, and highlights of teacher education in liberal arts colleges.

As one means of providing obtpunleation and information 'concerning
liberal arts settings for teacher edtii ation, AILACTE and AACTE deoided to
jointly publish a monograph. This publication, Teacher' Education in *Liberal
Arts Settings: Achievements, Realities and Challenget, is an analysis of the
present a0 future of teacher preparation'n liberal !tis institutiona.

Current **rational rhetoric seems to,question the adequacy of teacher
preparation prbgram in ali types of settings, including liberal arts
colleges. Obviously a clear focus for'all aspects of teacher education.is
needed by colleges to integrate the liberal arts and the teacher preparatio9
program. This publication should raise some key issues related to the
liberal arts integration. As the foopd. of teach* education becomes clearer,'
liberal artp colleges must be in a position to be informed and ready to
debign effective teacher education programs.

,

A special acknowledgment for the completion of this publication must be
given to two representatives fromAILACTE member institutions. Dr. Norene
Daly from'Madonna tollege initiated and guided this publidation project
during her tertatipresident and past - president of AILACTE. Dr. Alan Tom of
Washington University assumed the time-consuming task of being the editor of
the publication. His consistent support for liberal arts and teacher.
aducation,program integration was the impetus for beginning a dialogue on
this issue.

I encourage you to read ,this publication And share it with'your
colleaguesgenerate ideas and think of cr9ative ways to strengthen teacher
education for the i990s.

a.



Introduction

by the itor

0

Alan

Washingtt ersity

St. Louis, Missouri

Perhaps the best way to introduce Teacher Education in Liberal Arts
Settings: AchieveMento, Realities and Challeses is to quote the call for
manuscripts:.

Jointly sponsored by the' Association of Independent Liberal,
Arts Colleges'for Teacher Education and the AmerioanAssociation of
Colleges tor Teacher Education, a refereed publication is planned
which will review the\hiatory and address the future of teacher
education in liberal arts settings. Prospective authors are
encouraged to submit manuscripts which assess past accomplishments
and analyze future ohallenges of teacher education conducted in '1

liberal arts settings, public as well as private. Topics which
might be addressed include:

- the history of teacher education programs conducted in liberal
arts settings;

- the current statue of such programs, including: distinctive
ourrtoulfir designs, the impact of state program approval and
national accreditation, the effect of public concern regarding
the quality-of teacher preparation;

the unique roles and accomplishments of fanulty in liberal
arts institutions, and the position and politics of education
departments in such institutions;

comparison of the value of teddher education conducted in
iberal arta settings to teacher education conducted in other
nielta;

- t e oritioal issues which must be addressed ih order for
t acher education to survive in liberal arts settings.

a

0 particular interest are manuscripts which contain incisive
analys s of key issues or present bold proposals for action.



This call for MahusCriptS was distributed in ttle fall of 1982, with
manuscripts due by August 1, 1983.

Each of the submitted,manuscripts was blind-reviewed by three to five
teacher educators. Special thanks must go to those professionals who

'participated in the review prooess: John Parker (Pacific University), Norene
Daly (Madonna College), Robert Floden (Michigan State University), Mary Ellen
Finch (Maryville College), Mari,Pat Brooks (Benedictine College), Ken Vos
(The College of St. Catherine), Betty Morgens (Hendrix eollege), Marie Anne
Grenier (Notre Dame College), Janet Boyle (Manchester College),, Ralph Koster
(Greenville College), Charlotte Mendoza (Colorado College), Ronald Midkiff
(Carson-Newman College), Michael Grady (St. Louis University), Charles'Myers
(Vanderbilt University), Michelle Sohiffgens (Maryorest College), Sam
Guerriero (Alderson-Broaddus College), Harold Robertson (Hendrix-Colleke),
Warren Garner (Manchester College), and Jane Godfrey (Berea College). As .

editor of the publication, I also read each manuscript.

What emerged trim the editorial review process was a set of six papers
which address varying aspects of the'role of teacher education in liberal
arts settings. Two of the papers describe alld analyze current attempts to
bring about changes inthe professional complpent of teacher preparation:
the Beginning Teacher Assistance Program in Virginia and the Consortium for
Excellence in Teacher Education (composed of fifteen northeastern liberal
arts institutions). Another paper examines the advantages accruing to an
education department in a small institution from participating in several
consortitt. A fourth paper discusses the current status and likely future of
teacher preparation in private colleges and universities; drawing upon survey
data from nearly 200 private schools and departments of education as well as
the speculations of their authors., Lastly, two papers make-a oase for why
teacher education -- particularly its general education component can best

be done in the liberal arts college.

The papelis by Hehdrik.Gideonse and by Ann Rule and Charles 4tanton both
make a case for conducting teacher education in the liberal arts college.
GideOnse believes that the expanding knowledge base on effeotivb.teaohing
means that Me profesiional portion of teacher education should be conducted

at the.post-baccalaureate level. The emphasis in undergraduate education
Fshould be on the subject matter and general education preparatiOn of the

ospeotive teacher. Gideonse gives special attention to specifying' the
purposes of liberal education and to arguing why the smaller liberal arts
college is a better setting for the conduct of liberal education than is the
large, public, research university. Gideonse is quite specific about the
impediments facing the large multi-purpose university in defining and serving
the goals of liberal education, and he oonoludes his analysis with a summary
of the inherent advantages small colleges have in developing a vital liberal.
arts curriculuM,

Rule and Stanton concur with Gideonse that the,liberal arts portion of
teach* preparation is best carried out in small institutions, but they also
believe that small institutions are the best setting for the implementation

of the professional component of tpacher preparation. According to Rule and
Stanton, ,the advantages liberal arts colleges possess in the conduct of



generaYeeducation alsOjicold true when they are responsible for the
professional eduoatiori.of teachers, e.g., an intligrated conception Of the
curriculum, a.oentral'eriOhasis on theethioal basis of behavior, the critical
importance frequent fooillty-student interaction. The authorsiolso note
that thdre 'e Otadtical'reaSone for-keePink teecher-edilOatiot aOU'OUr-year
curriculum, laspeoially the low salary structure forteaohers and th
availability of adequate space in the four-year curriculum for achieving a
liberal education, subjectl.Mastery,. and the art of pedagogy (assuming that
state requirements do not Olaqe V!,(3 much emphasis on the technical aspects tf
pedagogy). .

libbert.WiMpeAerg, Jean Kii10, and Nancy Nystrom -begin their assessment
of teacher education.in private nstitutions by looking at the present status
of education departments and sohocile in these institutions. Employing survey
data from private schools and departments of edugation, the authors highlight
the' similarities and'differencep-ot. education units in their sample of about'
2004institutions. One of their major findings is that the characteristics-
which appear to. distinguish these private schools and departments of
education are their email' size and their extensive integration into the
undergraduate hibettiq aril structures of their institutions., In the second
section of the paper, Wimpelberg, King; and Nystrom focus on the social and
professional forces which affect the future of teacher education, and dismiss
the special difficulties which these forces present to the conduct of teacher
education'in smaller private institutions,.. The paper concludes with a
discussion of four short -range strategies,Whioh may help private departMents
and schools of education meet the challenges.of changing social and
professional conditions, namely, requests fOr special treatment by, certifying
and accrediting agencies, allianced with like-minded public institutions to
oppose misguided teacher education reforms,°arange of activities to increase
monies available for teacher education in private settings, formation of
consortia and other cooperative efforts among private departments and schools ,

of education.

The employment of consortia is the theifie of two of the papers in this
collection. Tom Warren discusses the advantages that participation in
consortia can have to an eguoation department in &Small liberal arts s.

He draws upon BeioitCollege's experiende over the last 20'years
with f ur consortia. Each of these consortia make it po ble fot a small
education department, to offer experiences and resources beyond the capacity
of the three to five faculty in the department. One :consortium emphasized
the use of paid internships; another consortium offered a variety of
off - campus acadetic programs, with Beloit focusing oh a student teaching p.
program in Chicago; a third consortium places studerit'idh;hers in foreign
settings. .Still in its developmental stages, the fourth Consortium (The
Wisconsin Consortium) has as its main purpose the improvement of teacher

ipreparation

programs through providing a model for'eiternal program
review.

Alsorin its developmental stages is the Consortium flit Excellence in
Teacher Education.(CETE). Eva Travers attributes the formation of CETE tO.
the sense of isolation education faculties feel in this ,time of threat to the
existence of teacher education in many privdte institutions. Through GETE;



,,Nvo ,rl*ER

) edubation faculties oan share Concerns, learn about strategies used in other
liberal arts iinptitutions to convince skeptics of the value of. maintaining'
the teaoher.eduoation option, and plan collective action such as a plaoeMent
clearinghouse for students interested in teaching in publie schools, teaoher
reoogntion days on the campuses of the 15 member institutions, "and the
development of alternative routes to state certification. Travers focuses. on

. the evolution of ME and the concerns of its members in the hope of
aptimulatipg similar institutions ip other parts of the country to form their
own consortia. ,

Robert MoNergney, Michael. Caldwell, and Joanne Reina discuss the current
effort in Virginia to rerorm the preparation of secondary teachers and strews
an aspect of that 'effort which has net been widely analyzed: the Beginning
Teacher Assistance Program (BTAP). This program, still in tts desig6,stages,
has.two goals: to impOove the teaching of beginning teachers and to identify
beginners who do not meet minimum cognitive aro teaching performance
standard. The key attribute which distinguifflhes BTAP flrom existing practice'
is that it places the state of Virginia in the business of performance
assessment, as opposed to basing certification decisions Upon student
completion of an- approved program. t1c ey, and Reina review the
planning for BTAP and gilt special at -ration to some of the ways in which the
success of the program will be judge ranging from the impact of inservioe
activities on the teacher's ability t perform .key teaching functions to the
ability of BTAP to attract and hold h :h quality individuals/In the teaching
force.

A

From these six papers` the reader cannot deriie any unified picture of
the status and prospeota of teacher education in liberal arts settings. Each
mandsoriOt addresses a distinotiveiaspeot of the overall eopio. However,
certain themes and/or issues*Vo seem to(emerge from the papers. One such -

issue, for example, is vhioh aspects of teaopor eduoation are most
appropriately conducted in four -year liberal arts Institutions.. Some, such
as Gideonse, argue that the professional component of preparation should be J

conducted' at t post- baccalaureate level. Others believe that the,
professional segment of teacher. preparation ought to remain within the
undergraduate curriculum, but that liberal arts colleges should petition
accrediting and certifying agencies for special treatment and May-have to
participate in such resource-extending arrangements as consortia. Consortia
may altso be used by education units in private institutions to share,
information and to form political .coalitions.

As editor, I am not particularly concerned that the reader come away
from this volume with a oonolusion (or set of conclusions) about the.proper
role of teacher education in liberal art settings. Rather, I want the reader
to consider whichissues are the key ones and to develop informed positions
on these issues.

xii
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Ohly hermits retain unar re-of the public and politiral dissatisfaction
with the current oondittOn of schooling in trim. The/plethora of reports*
outlining views 7ctheurrensituation'wo d be 'evidehol enough, but one
need not shop theri (see BduOation-Week, ailY27, 1983, for a complete
.listing :of the reports and their sponsord).. Local newspapers, sohool board
meetings,ana,casualeconversationkin shopping malls. nd public. corridors
speak the same message: America is, once again concerned about its schools,
teachers, and the accomplishments of its children.

.

A

The phenomehh of the reports are not'withot irbny. Despite evidence
that much of the public's unhappinesh,is fooused-on teachera, eelatiyeiy,
little attention in the reports is _directed to ,the preparation of teachers"
per se,.

#
. , Those of us responsible for preparing teachers ought-not tofeci:
emba0i4assed oehesitant to deal with the real problem& that exist for the
profession.' Many are not of 49Ckaking; the mat serious of these are the
reflection of operating valutfinAmerica about teaching_that are, in fadti,
quite different from the aSperted values. (For example, if the nation really
believed teaching wamore important than law enforcement, the starting
salaries of'police officers would not approach twice that of teaohers.)
Nevertheless, regardless of the:influences; ootihter incentives, and
constraints oonfrontin teacher educators must strive to increase the. ~'
quality of eapdidates ring teaching and the appoateness of their'.`
training.

Teacher educators., of 'course, oannot...raise teachers' salaries.
cannot, through the .wave of a magic wand,' isubstantially reduce the e°§00Mig
disincentives now causing people to shy away from teaching as a; Career. We
cannot-redesign schools to make them pre: intelleatua4y satisfying and
stimulating places.. We cannot structure instruction4rOles to elimin40 or
even reduce the isolation which now characterize Aeabhing as a oareer. We
cannot create career paths within-teaching's° the .advinCement within the
professiolceases to. be achievable' only through. parture from teaching.

What we can Ap is focus on professional training--its requirements,
content, and dimensions.

,

0

The Knowledge Base for Teacher' Education

, Teachers need four kinds of knowledge to perform their complex
responsibilities:

2

1.



.. Props/1'1°de' Knowledge

Althdugh teaching is part. science, part art, and part craft,
4* professional knowledge, can_be defined (see the work of such people as Thomas

Good, David Berlizer, B. 0.'Smith,-Jane Stallings,- Barak Rosenshine,
N. L. Gage, DonalarMedley, Benjamin Bloom, Christopher Clark, Robert Yinger
and others). It is the knowledge pertaining -to instructional
procesp;ourrioulum design; the management of learning, learners and their
environments; .,agnostic and evaluative processes; the requirements of law
and professions9. ethics; parent relations;` the probesses of collaboration and
interaotion across professional roles; and so on.

2. Intellectual Underpinninks of the Profession

The basic disciplines contributing teethe overall understanding of the
40 profession are the behavioral and social sciences and the arts and

humanities. The analytical, illuminative, and explanatory power' of the

4
behavioral and social sciences is fu(damenta1. The arts compensate for the
reduotionist character of much in the behavioral and social sciences,
providing a needed congruence with the holistic character of life as it is
lived and humanly appreciated.

ti

3.' Teaching Content

The third kind of knowledge underpinning the art and science of teaching
pertains to the knowledge represented by curricular content and the
implications of that content if it is to be liarned in more than rote ways.
Without mastery, of content, it. is possible neither to teach nor to evalUate
whether teaching or learning have bgen successful. Furthermore, intimate
knowledge of content is essential to the design requirements of both,
curriculum and instruction. Prospective teachers who are not exceptionally
familiar'with the subject matter they are called upon to teach cannot hope to
fulfill their duties responsibly.

4. Liberal Education

Teaching is an intellectual, morall.social, and cultural activity. It

cannot properly be done in the absence of sensitivity to the socio-cultural
e-

context. That context helps establish the justification for education and
its goali as well as for the value decisions that -teachers make on behalf of
children. Furthermore, teachers must appreciate the complexity and the
delicacy of the interactions between themselves and their charges,' who are
autonomous and soon-to-be responsible individuals in a free society.

4

Guiding 'dimes for Preparing Teachers

Real differences exist in.the assumptions and aims underlying competing
guiding images for the selection and preparation Of teachers. Some claim we
should accept the prospat of teaching as a temporary career, a stopping-off



place for modestly trained yet capable individuals who will do it for a whi e
before moving on to something else. Some propose not worrytng.aboutAt v
much, opting instead for inatitutionalizikg rerental or ptudent ctloice and
letting market meohanisms operate to detine both sobooling and its outcomes:,
Others, however, feeling-- impelled by the implications of what is known about
teaching and learbing and the moral imperatives arising from the function of .

education in a free society, argue that teaching must become a professional
endeavor. They would see it oharacterized by competence and'high standards,
*ongoing prpfessional interactions related to its day-to-day Nactivity, and
struotured to create institutional incentives for improved performancO and .

responsibility'.

Nothing dictates that the known shopld'Oefine teacher eduoatidn policy 1

rk
or practice. In fact, the -pra6 ice of teacher education has Ureated
instruction as if it wqre a pq orming art rather than a'professional role
grounded in knowledge (see Gideo Se, 1983). Once the knowledge is advanced,
however, certain oftigatiOns begin to emerge. Those oblikatiOns vary,
depending on the types of knowledgeOr sid4s required and the proper locus
of response.lity for ensuring their preseWoe in teaching candidates.

The more'we consider the knOwledge required for effective teaching
performance, the more irresistible the conclusion'that teacher preparation
can no longer continue,as a baccalaureate'responsibility. Based on the
extensive requirements'of availablt professional knowledge, forceful
arguments have been advanced for conducting the professional portion of
teacher education at the post-bacpalaureate level in a two-year program
combining didactic and field work in settings specially structured and
administered to facilitate clinical experience and supervision .(see Lawrence
Cremin, 1978;3. Othahel Smith, 1980; and Hendrik F. Gideonse, 1982).

If professional preparation is to be postnbaccalaureate, then
achievement of a liberal education and mastery of the content area must occur
at the baccalaureat4 level. The central argument of this essay is that such
aims are more likely to be aohieved in smaller, independent libel ahts
colleges than in the larger colleges and universities, whether public or
private. Before developing this argument, I want to consider briefly what a
liberal education means.

A Brief Definition of_ Liberal Education

The challenge of defining the goals of libett education arises
prilprily becauSe of the diverse elements requiri g inclusion. Part, for
example, refeifts to academic and scholarly content - -that which is known and `

worthy for succeeding generations .to acquire. Part refers to a set of

skills. Still another element treats values and attitudes pat constitute
the mark of educated persons and stand as the highest aspirations of
human-kind. A fotirth dimension involves the way in which. tedohing a'nd
learning are aoodmplished so that the recipient of liberal education comes to
understand the critical interoonneotions,betweencontent, skills, and
purpose.

4
,
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In oonoeptual s, the pdrposes of liberal' echloation may be divided
into three parts. ( These oonoeptual, terms should not be understood as
defining the outlines o he ourrio9lim so much as-gtablishing the criteria
agaidst whioh outlines mi t be develop'ed, assessed, and approved.)

The first part aims at literaoy very broadly defined. Litaracy refers
td an awareness of the several domains of knowledge and the modes of inquiry
in terms, of whioh further advances ofknowledge are made. Those several
domains include the natural and sdoial soienoes and the humanities. 4Literaoy
also. means conversance with the structures and institutions -- nationally and
globally - -of societb -government, the economy, and technology. Literacy
inclddes the development of an un4e16taneng of the'meaning of perspective as
manifest, for example, in different oultures, and roles. Finally, what
might be called the conceOt of oo tednessthe interrelationships among,
for example, disoiplin4s, oultur s, times, and perspectivesis an important
element in'this broad.goal of 1 teraoy.

A second goal embraces essential skills. While there are important
skills implicit and, indeed, emelldded in the literacy goal (for exampler the
modes of inquiry by which knowledge is advanced), thia goal refers explicitly'
to the skills of speaking, writing, alalxsis, synthesis,'and thinking. The
goal is clarity Of thought, unambiguouS\Rresentation of ideas and
perceptions, awareness of and facility wi different modes of thinking
(e.g., quantitative and qualitative) , the capacity to develop arguments and
critique them, and the ability to inquire and test the productsdf that
inquiry. This goal includes attention to the development of skills for
sell-aware, independent learning, an absolutely essential instrument to all
later learning. It inoludes attention to the concept of design as manifest
in art, technology, and human affairs (see Herbert A. Simon, 081, Chapter
Five).

The third major goal grouping addresses values, purposes, and the
requisites of action. Just as 'ideas are stimki to aotibn, so are values and
a sense of the aesthetic. If one of the essential rationales behind
education lies in the unavoidability of future action, then one important way
to view the context for defining edu9ational purpodes Its in terms of crucial
choices facing individuals and society. Indeed, our erat.in,contrast to
those of the past, can be fairly characterized by ;its diverse attempts to
initiate change. i Furthermorel'complex interactions mean that even deliberate
actions yield unforedictable impacts, and the strings of action and reaction
extend over bong petiods of time. In that environment or change and
unpredictability stand many'ohoices, competing values, uncertain and
pluralistic futures, as well all diverse,individuals, groups, and agenoies as':
actors. One broad goal of general education, therefore, `ought to be
attention to values dispurse, to.individual self-knowledge of purpose and
priority, and to a conception of self as responsible actor and initiator,
with capacities as well as limits.

These goals,':of course, 6.not define a curricul0M. They cannot be .,

understood, simply, as caking tor courses in 'this or that for so many credit
hours. They constitute a framework from whioh can be derivid.criteria to
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stimulate and shape the juxtapbsition-_of content'in relation to skills,
purpose, and instructional approach. These goals suggest the importance of
attention not just to what, is taught, but how, and with itioncern for broader
purposes olearlyn mind.

It is aifficult tarfinagine a sob:pi board member, principal, or
superintendent who would not want candidates for teaohing poste to'hi've gone
through an eduoational program organized in seriioe to the goals bat
articulated.

Unfortunately, very few oonteiporary colleges gruniversitlea have
addressed the goals, built the curricula, or delivered the instruction i

implicit in such'a oonoeption of.kiberal eduoation. Approaohea to liberal
2duoation have, onoe again, to be defined. Based on the oonsideraUle
literature on liber eduoation (see the more then"one hundred oitationp in
Association of Ameri an Colleges, 1983) and my qwn immediate experience ihan
'helping to define li ral ediwation and deliver approprjate instruotion to'
that end in a large, public, research university, I am now quite oonvinoed
that the likelihood is far greater that such apfinition will occur, in a er

liberal arta colleges than in larger universities., If that assessment
correct, the mainteitance of a substantial Ontinuing role in the event
preparation of teitohers segms assured for smaller institutions, if they
address theftselves Ito the liberal education task. ,

,Impediments ConfrontincLarge Collegea and Universities in Defining and
Serving the Goals of Liberal Education ,)

Given the importance that ouiht*to be attached by educators to the
crucial liberal education resOnsibility, why has it been so unden-considered
by those-large institutions responsible for the preparation of by far the
largest proportion of teaohers?

1. The'task.is conceptually at odds with the primary norms of
.individual faculty in those institutions.

The contemporary university is no'lesa a multi-versity Oran it was when

the term was first coined;,in -fact, it is probably even more io. As.one wag
put it, the only thing that seems to hold'us together is a common interest-in
adequate and convenient parking! The orientation of all.departmenta is now
almost exclusiliely to narrower purposes of specialization and
professionalization. This is no less trim of'arts and soienoes than .it is of
the professional achodis and departments.. In fact, in arts and sciences the
professional influences are all the more insidious for being unrecognized by
those pursuing them.

Sheer size also contributes to the strength (and, perhaps,
imperviousness).-of these professionalized norms.. In aoademio departments of
30, 50,1t or 80, individual faculty represeriting sub- speoialties of a single
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discipline findoiroles of friendsisnd-intelleotual oolleaguewwithin a far
harrqwer group or intellectuals than was the case when institutions were
smaller. Size begets, not cosmopolitanism but parochialism.

Finally, Owincreasing-importanee of-tte research miss4on of the
university and its close oonneetion t graduate instructional
responsibilities, aoademio and profeahonal, inevitably. pushes facul4
attention (especially those who are fully socialized to the soholarly /

_productivity rqquirements of the reappointment, promotion; and tenure
process> away from the challenges and special requirements of undergraduate
liberal educationl'and toward their own specializations.

Profesaionalization, size, andthe greater attractions of the graduate
teaching mission make the definition of liberal education a difficult
proposition at best' on the large university oampus. Even those institutions,
like Harvard, for example, which have.gotten credit For re-drawing our
attention'to the liberal/general education phortoomings in the contemporary
university, have quite clearly not overcome the narrowing influences cited
above.

These views have been reinforced by my participation f9r some 35 months
in a "seminar" at my university where 16 of us have struggled, first, to
understand the boundaries of the domain of 1.iberakeduoatio and, then, after
several false starts of greater or lesser duration, to been the painful
process of winnowing down the raft Of possible goals to a well articulated
,set. We had more than a few arguments. The temptation to solipsism was,
often great; it would halifbeen so much easier to do"our own thing rather
than trying.to persuade others to our hint of view or, ourselves, to-run the
riskof having .to compromise. *

2. Defining general education goals is a value task to which many, if
not most, academics these days may be ill suited.

Academics are well tuned to the definitional and value struggles within
their own disciplines. We feel comfortable within the norms and expectations
to which we have been sooialized and within which we operate daily. When it
comes to value struggles' woes disciplines, we are much less comfortable.

Defihing general education is an exercise in values as much as analysis.
We are choosing aims and priorities, 'articulating valueslto be served in the
present and the future. Making matters worse, if the goals are defined
properly, that is, in terms that are understandable to learners and to others
'beyond the aoademy, it will become readily apparent that many disciplines and
professions can contribute to the achievement of liberal education goals.
There. are few necessary links between particular disoiplinee and liberal
eduoatiin goals.

Choosing and prioritizing are only part of the difficulty. Definers of
liberal education must confront the feet thht its building 'blocks are not
lying around to be picked up easily-and utilized. They-must be designed.
Liberal education 'is not something that can be discovered, pinpointed,
verified over time. Like democracy itself, it IPILequires periodic
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re-irive We might siy,.thet llboral`eduoation has ,always _been valuable,
but it that ii soit is because the specific corm and character it has taken

-''thow and again halteftPeen partioulirly w411 suited to the needs, capacities,
and resour4essof a given era. Too mally.of the people who are or will be
called upon to employ skills of curricular designohowever, do not:have them.

#
Lastly, my own personal suspioion is that even though they are now

) finally lessehingl positivistic influences in virtually all academic areas
are. also partially responsible for the deolinfrof attention to the crucial'
values.inhertntlin the very of liberal eduos,tton. Positivistic
influenotvare 9heetitiionk4st on the large campuses be cruse they have been So
oloselyInentified with the thrusts of professionalization. Their Weakening
is a sign of hope, but their loosening grasp will 'not by.itself mean much
because of the other constraining influences present.

-
, ,

3. In taking on liberal education, teacher edbcators are seen as
invading the turf of others. , e

, . . .

Never mind that arts and acienoes facility members on.the large oampuses
have abdioat d the liberallidudation goals in favor of their,own

1,

professional' ation. They rotain tt4 myth that theirs'is the prOvince.of
liberation! hen teacher educators (and, even worse; mere,community college
faculty!) raise the banner of general/liberal eduoation as their own, .,

eyebrows give chase to hairlines; Liberal education is not seen by others %n
the academy as the prdper domaih of professional eduoutors,s

There is another dimension to this tur!' issue. Teaoher education is not

always viewed with esteem or WW1 favor by others in the university. Harry
Judge's recent analysis of graduate schools of education in'the,major public
and private research uniyersities 9f America suggests how pervasive the
negativeAttitudes toward education are (Harry Judge, 1982). None of us is

immune to this widely shared perception.

When teacher educatoi on' the larger oampeducators rike out on their own to
challenge the greater whole to take on the liberal eduoatibn task, many in
the arts and sciences ohafe at what they feel is being called to account by

the lowest of the low. Pay no heed that the responsibility is not
particularly arts, and sciences, t9,14efine the aims of liberal edudatioh, nor
as it necessarily exolUeively their respOnsibility to deliver the instruction

that will ultimately compriSe the liberal education experience. In fact,

liberal education neoessarily encompasses not only ,those things acquired for
"breadth" but their integration with those thinks acquired in "depth,"
whether an academic "major" or a profespional program. The lingering-
impression, however, that ;petal arta or general education is somehow
something more decorative than direqtly useful has led mny faculty, in arts
and sciences to assufle that somehow liberal education was uniquely their
province and not, therefore, the kegitimateoconcern of anyone else in the
academy. The Vtew of liberal education as ornament, of course, could not be
further from the truth nor more illustrativeof the ubiquitouiness of both
professional ohauvini4m or how little some "pure",academics sbem %tailing to
do battle for the true goals of liberal education. "
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4. Thoseliho have not been fliberally educated may not be able easily to
define a' generaleduoatidn for others.

Thetk may be more than a litle "heresy" in thft explanation. $o be it. ,

It applip-to many now in the academy,. and -not- just-thOse of us in teacher
education.

Ps I

The explanation has several bases. The first lies in the difficulty of
completing general, education in the teacher eduoation"programl'given the
other demands of professional training in the baocalaureate experienoe., The
seoond is the rapid profeasionalization of all.highv eduoation. The
liberalkzing traditions within the academic disciplines have withered as
profoosionalizOiOn has inogapsingly oharenIterised all elements of the
academy, in and but bf the,arti and aciencea.. Add to that the rapid
expandion of 4ligheli dduaallion in the 6Q1 and the delise of the traditionally
IpadVal,sooftrliation into the'academylailarge numbers of new faculty joined
smaller numbe'recwho had .entered before. The combination df all these foroes

4 weakened the'oommitment,to,'and,Me understanding of liberal education in the
rapidly expanded lahger-lnstitutionsi. .

5..' On the latger bamOUSes, where the overwhklming majority of
are noWtrained, organizing' fors, aliedelivering instruction keyed top
high-order gdneral'education gealeis exceedingly difficult.

On oampuaes with hundreddof faoplty members, many dozens of
departments, and ,major sources of inoome.that go well beyond the traditional
categories of tuition,,endowment,income, or.state subsidy, attending to the
aims of liberal eduoation may be difficult enough. Actually finding ways to:
deliver andadmibiatillit are at. least as problematioal. Students may be
admitted directly ti the different colleges or departments on the basis of
criteria set not by the university faculty, but by smaller units still.
Curricula for majors ails' professional. programs are defined in decentralized,
fashion, and the authority thus manifest is vigorously defended against the
larger collectivity. Finding faculty who are willing to conceptualize,
design, and deliver general education instruction is a'very difficult task,
especially in the absence of orgOizatiOnal structures, rewal'ds, and other
incentives to offset the powerful influences exerted by the professional
.guilds and establishments.

6; We have sudotmbed ,to. narrow definitions of what it means,to serve
the "market."' We have under-recognized our professional obligation in higher
eduoation to define and justify what is required, just as we responsibly
'serve what is wanted.

Amerioan higher education is going through a difficult period. My,
observations so far have suggested some dimensions of this. There are
ottiers. For exampler the realities-of the demographic undulations now
confronting us have produced all sorts ofanxieties and some aberrations.,
Markets are identified and sought after, Departments and colleges are
evaluated in income/0okt ratios. Enrollment figures and trends are closely
monitored. A lot of this makes verygood sense, buesome adpeots of it mfke
the university look like General Motors, a corporation emblematib of an

ft
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industry whose stunning sCaoesses, shall we put it, make it something leas of
a model than it was during the Eisenhower era when last liberal education
held identifiable: sway.

P

Of course agher education is ..an induApry, but as all other industries,
it has its own unique set of responsibilities. Have we been fulfilling them?

Admittedly, offering something of value toyoung people that will lid!
them through their lives is an awesome resPonsibility, whether we recognize
it or not. But to;abdioate under the guise of responding to market pressures
is irrestionsible, mot because of the result, but because of the failure even
to conduct the examination.

n

The Substantial Prospects for the Small Liberal Arts College

Liberal arts colleges offer much greater hope that thAinds of
difficulties identified here can be overcome. We might notto be under any
illusion,. however, that Jt will be.easy. ..Many of the.sale pressures work'ae
heavily in such institutions as in theme large multi-purpose institutions. But

there are some working advihtages:

The liberal education ti4aditan and expectation retains more vitality in
t smaller institutions. As intellectual communities, they tent to retain
c erecter sties that make the value differences implicit in articulation and
i.aement tion of liberal arts curricula more manageable. There is greater

that-academic and intellectual acquaintenceships will extend over
a wider range of spegialties. While all academice=-despite persistent
stereotypes to the contrary-are very substantially committed in their
working lives, smaller campuses afford proiise of being able to spend the
time on the intensive consideration .of our4oUlar matters that devising and
offering a liberal education require.

The reach and fabilitative stimulus of academic administrative
leadership is likely to have greater effect-on smaller, campuses than larger.
That leadership is less remote, more immanent (even if. not necessarily
seminent), and more likely to be able and want to perform the academic
maintenance functions requisite to a healthy, vibrantr liberal education
presence.

The remaining argument can be succinctly stated:

1) Liberal arts colleges should join othe in insisting that. all

teachers be liberally educated.

2) They should,work toward a reconoeptualization of the profession which
stimulates and ensures engagement 'of intellectually able profesaionals.

3) They should challenge the teacher education enterprise as a whole to
define standards, and training patterns which assure the above.



4) They should prepare.tb relinquish the more ekplioitly professional
training responsibility, as the redefinitions of the profession and echo*
begin to emerge.

4
4

5) individual liberal arts campuses AhOuld-de-velop and present the case
to the emergent pOst-bicoalaureate programs' that their approaches to liberal'
education and the quality control procedures they follow in admitting and
selectively rethining student0 in fact assure the 'presence of precisely that
kind of liberal, education whioh oonstitutes the first essential portion of a
quality teacher's knowledge bape. The development of alliances of this kind
will assure prospebtive student interest in their campuses as the first step
in their desire to become teachers.

A concluding comment or.two. What has been.presented here is an
argument. Some will lot agree, but seeking agreement is not the only reason
for offering it. There may be other ways to accomplish the same
Edda, therefore, part of, its purpose is to stimulate the generation of
alternatives. Even if the solution is rejected, the issues remain. Nothing
could be more satisfying than demonstrations.that the s mS sought here oan be
aOhi ved. more unive'sally and with less-wholesale °hang than now seems
noes ary. The role of the liberal arts college, tow4ver, is not likely to
survi absent rigorous attention to the several dimensions of what
system is inquiry-1*ra experimental or.philosophicalreveals to be
neoes ry for the successful.performance of teaching. The necessity of
liberal education to successful performance remains the most compelling
reason for the substantial role that liberal arts colleges must play in the
education of teathers.

lb.
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Declining interest in pursuing teaching as a career a had a dampening
impact on enrollments in schools and departments of education throughout.. the

- country. This, along with national economic malaise, has particularly
j affected teacher education programs in independent liberal arts colleges,

where rising tuition costs have further depressed enrollments, oausing a
crisis of numbers and threatening the totality of programs. With an
entry-level salary,in the low teens, many students cannot or will not assume
the burden of tuition costs ranging1 from $5,000 to $8,000, many times the
costs of publicly supported'inatitutions.

As liberal arts Colleges tighten belts and prepare for even greater
demands on their limited resources over'the next decade, each department is
called upon to justify ita existence within the liberal arts curriculum and
to defend its student/faculty ratio. Those ohallenges are taxing enough to
meet, but the job has become even more difficult in recent months due tok
several highly critical commission 'reports (National Commission on Excellence
in Education, 1983; The Task Force on Federal Elementary and Secondary
Education Policy, 1983) that have received wide'coverage in the national news
media. It appears from these reports that teacher preparation programs fall
far short in developing effective teachers for public schools.

The report from the National Commission on Excellence in Education
(1983) particularly outlines shortcomings it sees in the preparation of
teachers, namely: 1) too many teachers are being drawn from the bottom
quarter of graduating high sohool,and college students, and 2) the teacher
,preparation curriculum is weighted heavily with courses in "educational
methods" at the expense of courses in subjects to be taught. The report
further states:

A high level of.shared educationis essential to a free.,
democratic society And to the fostering of a common culture,
especially in a country that prides,itself on:pluralism and
individual freedom.

These comments reiterate those components of'teacher education that liberal
arts colleges have steadfastly.maihtained-for many years.. It would be a
strange irony.it those teacher education programs that view a'common general
education core, depth.in subject'area, and academic standards as hallmarks of
their curriculum should.disappear:Or greatly be diminished._

. .

In regard to "shared ecluoation,"4iberaleAs colleges require a greater
perdentage Of:credit hours in general education courses -than do public
institutions (Geviile, 1981, pp.'15-181. Thisioombined with their smaller
enrollments, creates.a situation wherOy education students- in liberal arts%
colleges spend more time than those in large Public institutions in:the study
Of a.common general education, a lotudy'whioh is further enriohed,by peers who
have a variety of interests' and majors.' On a large- university'camOUs with
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its great numbers of general education dtOtr ttiotootTWOJ0F0,14004-fiO4.
sectiona.;' its'levunlikely that students 9,0- luiVe a ,!iher44 tit*O0ionai, 4

experience, in 'liberating' StOitegi furiter pr914* fttilt-. C,T,i4.144 eii'7,00nilias.1.
studies are Atfered in the PrOfes'si(Snag sahool I, gtergs,q,Aiktpas , 'N Sh*red
experiences '116.f :education students 'witWthose Of --OthirlketideM
profeseiional areas. Under theft!, oiri:o*stancestt,M)Oth-ithe:.int 4144
arts -colleges :and -theit4 limisted 'Size provide ep;',OP *UM et:V:irOPVIent the'.

fitimulation of studein1 M0y each .00hetiknd
' r.

Libeinq. arts 'theft protalsgskintAS sOold nod b1t ed.4,,catea
in isolation at this ''Undergraduate level .The nifikre .cif .,the.,.libi4ating
experiences fostered by these colleges ,precludes41-'narr.giw iteghni60. fooint?ter:'
ant ot their "studente. Robert ,.Hutthints (1936) liOre* 01: tite-taPirf..thak!i-,
profesSionals do .not 'Share liberating educatiOnel e0eriltehOet 1)tiesr 411 be
unable td comthitniOate acroes, professions; witi.e.tioti wi01'1'.'the
general population: He sees the inapiflty oflndividual# to 'co,0101caltit
beycind their' own , professional peer 'group as 'itiangetcpAil in-..a .:.deolocratyO.
that is based on checks ,and,,balanoes among influential,,and'apeoial-Interast
groups.

: , ..

.-. Teacher training in 4-:' 1, it) e r 41: arts setting. toottkee .1Srinarily ot1: the
development of the Andividual as an intelligefit; .and,;huinanlatio, bang, 1114,..,
effedtive-professionaOs a competent ,..integrated persolu- notilnete)V;:a ,:,

technician.. : The -basis for any pro,foisionai Practide is :rooted in tka '
conimona.litY,,of experiences -with peers An an academic .00.6gram ."that,: stmeises

l knowledge of self i_.-oiiiety; and the.socitimosl
, , .. ...

If :olio envisionei a 'liberal iduoiottonas o-lpersdnak:1#40g;
mist incorporatetiOre than 'a;,..ieries:0'-f. Ool'AriOeS,imr enrol3imant
Specific majOr.-7 it. must represent it: cod eht liwarinesgt.- and
exploration of one s.a!beirIg. and putgiosiei. pr9..ffitaa' tha4 beginkkliith

underitanding ones a 'biologioal. parkholog4'04,-nalrittre

-;

;ink the
.ppitations,,praaWlbed by Ouroi44txi.' A 4)04;7640oat:'ought

r.'to .involvd 'a ''person -in a si oial itonteility. eVer,4410n4infeciPeles:
of commitment and reibbarbility tos000r*-.2 ind4eidtiatknd
groups.. it shO94 engaiK11001. telfit,t1re
peOonal: satisfaction worth[i:440.01`0$e**-2...'111:'itliai1:''"lOctnitkr41)
to..the welfare/arid haP01.4063.'
awareness,. beyond one's ,:self.;,".11;oner,04-0140140MP
th'em. (Stanton,. ,1:976;. 301).

.

Those lib.aratinkexpaiq,'eno,ea':ihat: b(W
liberal arta:0114e -are: 0604, tb,..

..judgaitnit,i. and 0titica/. hieilc1,00;'of
for 044-:-

courses 4Lante §0.2t.- lenetork,

f.

3the p

14411400,,
0i0:, *litho('

11010kre,m0,011

t9 01 340the coramcnt dults,401. eduoatidtm extObtillit
curriculum.

The -rtiiiaiaroh oe Sanford (.1966i;
stresses 4t441- '16
in aiding st4uditiltek%I.iiaphiNeVinCilikreon$

.
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not enough to take oouraes in the humanities, social sciences, and natural
sciences. What counts is how the ourriculum and extra-curriculum are fused
to Ohallefte the student to achieve what Sanford and Chiokering call
maturity; that 'is, the abiliV to use reasOn and intellect in differentiating
and synthesizing new experiences.

, , -

Independent liberal-art o colleges maintain that professional ind
personal maturity must be accompanied by a consistent and ethioql values
stance. This does/not mean the inculcation of a dogmatic values system, but
rather a continuous emphasizing to students that understandingu questioning,
and modifying one's values lies at the heart of mature life, no matter what
career or profession one follows. This can only occur if there.is concerted
effort "on the part of the college and its faculty to raise values questions
and to challenge and inspire students' behavior. This applies to all
students and, again, is more effective when shared with individuals with
different interests and career aspirations.

Student teachers should constantly be rethinded of the ethical base-eor
practicing the profession of teaching. In teaching, the pupil is the client,
and the relationship between teadher and mil is a privileged one.
Techniques and methods can help the teaoher to enhance the learning of the
pupil, but' more important is professional judgment based'on intellectual
skills and a humanistic value system--both the acquisition of a liberally
educated person (Bok, 1982).

Independent.liberalarts colleges -are lble to Meet these goals in large
part becatise of the integrated envkronment of their campuses. With a.
relatively small etudent,body,,communioation among students and faculty
occurs in a variety of ourrioular, extracurricular, and social settings. A .

body of research indicates that residential colleges have a greater impact on
the intelleotdal and personal-development of students than commuter campuses

(Chiokering, 1974), Further, research studies on. the college experience
affirm again and again that an influential factor in the intellectual find
emotional development of-students is the peer group (Feldman and Newcomb,
1969; Heard and Moss, 1976; Chiokering, 1969; Chiokering at al, 1981; Pace,
1979). Students' value systems and motivation, as well as their integration
and synthesis of knowledge, depend greatly on the, peerAiroup:d6rma prevallinv
in the oampus.environment, Thus, the c nstituenoy of the peer group becomes
crucial in creating a:atimulating envi nment in whicklearning,'Can.bake
place.

For the most part, liberal arts Colleges 'admit'students'on the basiS of
general aoaamio criteria, making no allowance for the career goals, of any
specific applicant. .(Those institutions that do so do a disservice to
themselves as well as to:prOtessions.) -If admission is to the institutiOn;.
then the intellectual and academic level or students seeking teacher *

certification in liberal arta oollegeri may not differ fro* students inany
other major.. The department .Of eduoitlon need not serve ailldumping .

ground" for those of lesser academic ability or those rejeoted,by.dther:Y
departments; ptudents pursuing teaCher certification can represent a cross
section of.the'college4s total enrollment. ,

\
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The.impiot of equalized ability on peer learning and motivation is
profound. .Weaker students learn and7reoeive encouragement from stronger
students; stronger students learn how to teach weaker ones. Strengths and
weaknesses balanoe within the peer. group.

The other major source- of idlectual and personal development -in
college students is-faculty-student relationships. A000rdingltoAtitin

(1977):

Student- faculty interaction has a stronger relationship to
student satisfaction with the college experience than any other
involvement variable, or indeed any other student air institutional
"oharaoteristio." Students who interact fre4uently with faculty
are more satisfied with all aspects of theirlinstitutidnal
experience, including student friendships, vikiety of courses,
intellectual environment, and even administration of the
institution (p. 223).

Astin's studies on students reveal fUrther that positive student-faculty
relationships occur more often in small liberal arts colleges (pp. 143-184).
He also states that while "teachers' polIeges produce high satisfaction with
student relationships," they also produce "low satisfaction with
student-faculty relations, olassroqm instruction, and intellectual
environment," (p. 185).

Advising exemplifies another strength'of the liberal arts-oriented
teacher education program. With smaller numbers and greater opportunity to
observe student behavior,, dvisors are able%0 monitqr and continually offer
encouragement, praise, and constructive oriticiam. Thus students who
continually demonstrate weaknesses that oannot'be overcome through the
program's offerings may be encouraged early to investigate other career
options.

Maily educators' think that five years is the most desirable length in
preparing,te#ohdra. This would allow ample time for a liberal education,
subject mastery, and thebart 'of pedagogy,. Realistically, because of the low
salary structure offered t9, teachers and,the traditieft of the four-year
program, most teachers.muak acquire all these components in four years. The
balance among them occasions many arguments between these who favor more .

specialized technical training for teachers and thole who support a broader
eubject-matter approach. Mayhew (1971) argues that at least half of the
undergraduate course work for professionals ahou1.d be taken in liberal and
general:studies, with one quarter. toousing on professional methods and
another quarter dealing with cognate areas. Liberal darts oolleges typically
strive for this balance:.

Professions such as teaching thatstre over-burdened with state I

requirements for certification continually struggle with the ideal versus the
practical. Departments of edubatiOn in liberal arts colleges are coMmibted
to.thetgoal'of a bhad general education, but must comply with state
regulations.' Even though State oertifioat4on standards constitute only

r.
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minimum requirements, they have become more restrictive in an effort to
improve the quality of education. In elementary eduoation, methods courses
dominate the state certification requirements. Here, again, there is
overemphasis on.the teohnioal or "how 'to" skills of teaching, rather than .a
quest for knowl4dge,, learning, andshared education. 'The liberta arts
oollege tends-to focus on education as-a liberating and shared experience
rather than a "how to" profession. According to Travers (A980, p. 129)r
"When students have received first-rate training in traditional. academic
majors, high-quality education courses can serve to synthesize, rather than
subvert, their liberal arts experienoer"

In addition to all the responsibilities of odnveying knowledge to
students, teachers (particularly el4mentary) significantly affect students'
attitudes toward particular subjects (Aiken and Derger, 1961; Peskin,
1965; Greenbelt, 1,962). Most students have decided by fourth grade whether
they dislike or like subjects such as mathematics or science (Aiken, 1976).
If we have teachers who are strong in these areaq, it seems likely that
students will develop positive attitudes toWerd mathematics and science. The
small liberal arts college is otpable of providing this subject matter
mastery for potential teachers so that they may help their students develop
positive attitudes toward various subjegts.

In conclusion, 80 percent of the public polled im,1982 (Gallup, 1982)
stated that schools are extremely important to one's future success. If
aohools and educatibn are peroeived as being this important, then the quality
of our present and future teachers must be excellent, not mediocre. The
responsibility of education for excellence is, in part, that of the colleges.
We feel that the liberal arts college'does pursue exoellence as defined by,
the National Commission on Exoellenoe in Education: *Excellence
characterizes a school or college that sets hig0 expectations and goals for
all learners, then tries in every way possible to help students reach them."
High expectations and goals as well as thethods to obtain them are
part-and-parcel of the liberal arts college. We feel that the small liberal
arts college experience is an asset for any person desiring to become a
future teacher.

I
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Prescriptions for_ improving elementary and secondary sohooling abound.
Motivated by declining test scores fnd relative weaknesses among American
students in science and mathematics, blue-ribbon ()Omissions and academic) .e

researchers In the past five' years have profferred lists of oritioal
varia'les warranting educators, ettention. Frequently they list the quality
of teachers as a matter worthsoonsidering. When teaqhing ability is the
issue, critics naturally direct their remedies to the agencies presumed to
control the quality of teaching perennel, namely, teaoher eduoation units in
institutions of higher education.

A
In controversies involving teacher eduoation, speoifications for reform

all too often ignore the differences among schools, colleges, and departments
of education ('SCDEs): Teacher educators are well aware that SCDIgs vary in
size, selectivity, governance stouctures, and, institutional settings. Faced
with competency-- and content-based panaceas, however, thole seeking to
diagnose and treat .ailments in teaoper preparation often dire4 their
presoriptions toward inetitutiona preparing the largest hi Aber of teachers:
the-S6Es in large public universities. In assuming this common denominator,
plats for oredentialing reform often ignore the ramifications for, SCDEs in
private, liberal arta oolleges Old universities.

This paper discusses'the states and like,ly future of teaoher preparation
in private colleges and universities, taking, into account the conditions
created when a profession is virtually under siege. Drawing on survey data

'from nearly 200 private SCDEs, the first section of the paper highlights tge
simflarities and differenoes that oharaoterite this'sample of teacher
education units. The second emotion ot the paper centers on social and
professional pressures bf growing importanoeito-teacher eduoation and 1

considers the'effeot that-06=ot characteristics among private SCDEs may have
on their ability to survive in a peqd.of active reform. The closing
section of,the paper presents a'set 'of strategies that private SCDes can
adopt immediately to mitigate the particular difficulties they encounter when
demographic, burehuyatio, and social conditions change. The paper ends by
identifying obaracteristios,shared by most private liberal art colleges and
universities that will 'stand them in good stead if the e*ation profession
and edupation critics turn their rhetoric into a serious quest for
excellence.

Common Ground,and Significant Variations
in private Teacher Education

The heritage. of teacher preparation in private colleges and universities
has been only sketchily documented, and the knowledge base about.curktnt
practice is no more advanced (King, Wimpelbarg,:and Nystrom, 1984).
Therefore a survey was oondubted in 1.981 to-gither information on the
characteristics and conditions of suohSCDEs. A westionnaircent to

over 400%private oolleges and universities that offered teacher education,
and nearly half of those polled responded with'complete and usable
infortation.
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. Among the 196 Sams responding to the survey questionnaire, almost .

two-thirds (60) are situated in religioa-affiliated.institutions. Most .

respondents are in SCDEs and institutions of relatively small sj.ze: 92% of
the SCDEs have 0 or fewer faculty, and 88% of the "host" institutions have.
student bodiesimith fewer than 5,000 students, About'half MP are in
undergraduate colleges that offer no gradtpte degree programs. Nearly 70% of
theresponding lnatitutOme are located in the Midwestern and southeastern
regions Of the United States.,

s,

Contrary to historical tendencies among the predecessors of this group'
(Woodring, 1975), virtually all SCDEs in private institutions prepare

.., teachers for elementary as well as apoondary school positions, and in roughly
equal numbers. Further, among those SCDEs offering graduate degrees, only
'14% have M.A.P. programs, once a trademark of the private liberal arts
university; the M.A. and M.Ed. degrees are now 'the more usual offerings.
Most SCDE representativea (80%) say that their colleges and universities
value teaohing and supervision as the moat important activities for academic
faculty; the remaining institutions (20%) give top priority to researoh,
professional organizational invol;emenWor program development. Less than
half (41%) of our sample report that they receive outside funding for
research or training support.

.

Concerning their orgarilaational structunes and institutional.
relationships, the smallest SCDEa in our sample tend to be organil;ed as
"departments" (60%) within the liberal arts or social science complexes of
their supporting institutions; somewhat larger SCDEs function as separate
"schools," "colleges," or "divisions" within their institutions. Almost all $

4's,-(90%) ofthe SCDEs that responded to our questionnaire involve no \ education
faculty in their programmatio deoision-making or teaching, and 51% h ve
faculty' who hold joint appotntmenesin other divisions of the institu ion.
These results accentuate the small size of the typicil SCDE in a private
institution and demonstrate the ways in which faculty in ?these settings must
interact with other academic members and units to maintain teacher
preparation programsi, 'In fact, the SCDEs in more than one. quarter (26%) of
the sample serve only a oertification function and reinforce the liberal arts
orientation of their institutions by requiring the teacher oandidate to major
in a non-education diacipline.

IV
7 ;

k Although the Vast majority,Of,our respondents express no particular'
concerns about their oontinued existenoe, 13% of the sample describe a
special tenuousness in their situ4ions reporting that their existence
within the college or university had been threatened in one way or another
during the past ten years. Of course,: his one-in-ten proportion would not
include the known Wises of private institutions where teaoher preparation had
already been eliminated prior to odr survey.

In summary, the ohanaoteristics that appear to distinguish these private
SCDEs are their small size'and extensive integration into the undergraduate
liberal aka structures of their host institutions. Nine out of ten
respondents in our sdrv011ad 20 or fewer faculty afid.were situated ,in

colleges or universities with fewer than 5,000 Students. Size obviously
affects the secdfid dominant charaoteristio of these SCDEs; namely; the close

i
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relationahip they maintain with the liberal arts,complexe, in. their

inatltutiona. Size, as much as any other factor, can account for their

organizational structuring as departments rather than "schools" or "colleges"

of education and can influenee the extent to which they rely on

non-departmental fact4ty °r.joiht appointments to staff their programs. The

Rant that 26% offer no undergraduate major in,education is further evidence

of a strong academic, or curricular orientation toward the liberal arts that

characterizes a significant port4on of these institutions.

With this empirioally based profile of the private SCDE in mind, it is

possible to take in informed kook at the potential *Pact of present and
future social and bureaucratic pressures on the functioning of teacher

education units in private tolleges and universities.

Foroea in the Future of 11/2400 Teacher EduOation

No institution is an island, and, just as society affects the behaviors

and interactions of individuals, so social context influences the functioning

of institutions. Today's society presents at least four major conditions

with which teacher education must contend: 1) demographic.aqd economic

realignments that affect the numbers and characteristics of gupils ih

elementary and secondary schools and students in schools of, education; 2) a

generalized public outcry over perceived declines in the gaility of
pre-collegiate schooling that tends to undermine the positive aocomplishments

that can be claimed; 3) equity ramifications of governmental activity since

the Orekt Society era; and 4) revolutions in the state of theorogical and

applied technologies that Change the substance and methodologies of

instruction. Each of these oonditions is affecting and will continue to

affect teacher education in general, but SCDEa in private colleges and

universities will have to muster special ingenuity and resilience if they are

to remain a vital part of the professional preparation of teachers.

Demographic and economic trends. The most obvious and, in some

respects, potent forces impinging on teacher education are demographic 'and

economic trends in the United. States. That teacher education has

, historically expinded in direct response to market conditions is a well known

fact; As Smith puts it:

From the very beginning of pedagogical education the policy of

colleges and universities has been to produce teachers to fill

jobs, rather than to produce quality personnel. . . Faculties of

pedagogy thus increased in size with each new, demand for teachers.

Big enrollment, big faculties, big productibn--that is the tune to

which pedagogical schools have danced.throughout this century

(1980, p. 39).

It follows logically that smaller _enrollments generate smalleifaculties and

smaller "Production," ind this is the ,sew melody for which SCDBs must now

design their choreography. Enrollments in all elementary and secondary

schools began thbir decline after 1970 and are predicted to "bottom out" in
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1984 at a level 14% lower than thepeak year (Golladay and Noell, 1978).
During the period 1975-1984, the numbers of publio aohool teaohers will have
declined by about 13% (Frankel, 1978). And neither enrollments (birth rates)

4'
nor teaching positions is expected to increase dramatiCally in the next two
decades. Thus, college students who choose their career preparation based on
a pUblio-peroePtion of market ,Onditions are oorredtly opting out of teacher
training.

The few areas of teaching that are presently immune to conditions of
oversupply are mathematics, science, and special education, as well as
positions in urban school settings. .These pockets 'of. job. opportunities,
however, are not,sufficient to generate a new cohort of future teachers
because of a second rector that impedes the teaohing career field--its
peilsistently low protbsslonal status. Already characterized by "shadowed
respect," low internal mobility, low starting salaries with limited ranges
for higher earnings, and potentially high occUpational strees-(Lortie, 1975),
the profeasion has been besmirched by recent journalistic exposes of the
least competent role models And depressed by public reluctance to put more.
resources into tax-supported schools. Furthermore, women, who have long been
the mainstay among teaoher certification candidates, now have more societal
deference and some political protection that allow them to expand their
career options (Wimpelberg and King, 1983). In the end, whatever the
demographic and economic reasons young adults now by pass teaching careers,
all SCDEs and much of the interested public know that candidates for teacher
certification are significantly fewer than 1.n the recent past, and the
average academic ability of those who do chooae education is both lower than
in the past and also at or near the bottom 9f averages for most undergraduate
fields of study (Weaver, 1981; Kerr, 1983).z

While decreasing job opportunites and enrollments have their impact on
all SCDEs, the problems they pose for private teacher education are
compounded by the institutional characteristics common to a large portion of
these settings. As private higher education feels the pindh of tight money,
the most financially troubled are deciding to save dollars by eliminating the
expense of their field-based teacher education units, especially when student

- enrollments in such programs are already in deoline. This action is often
joined, in the more oeleotive institutions, with a conscious effort to
recruit the "real" pre-professional candidate who aspires to the higher
paying and seemingly more p4entiful jobs in law, medidine, And engineering.

'Even when financial troubles do not indicate that a teacher education
.programluat be terminated, reduced enrollments call for reduced numbers of
faculty, and', as our-data show, reduoinglacalty is tantamount to ending the
program at many private collegea and universities. As reported earlier, 92%
of the SCDEs responding to our survey questionnaire had 20 or fewer faoulty

imembers in 1981:. In the'context of declining enrollments it is even more
pertinent to realize that almost 50% of our sample SCDEs had MI or fewer
Caculty members. Under these conditions, teacher education programs not only
miss out on economies, of soils that might make edudation units look better in
an institutional cost/benefit analysla, they may even fall below some
numerical "critical mass" necessary to sustain their operation at any level
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of activity. Private SCDEs in our sample, then, appear to have little or no
slack through whioh they could absorb the kinds of redbotions that p,

demographic and economic` trends are imposing.

.
.

,

Public outor -over educatiOnal quality: A-seoond-factor currently

affecting eduoa ion iathe prevailing negative attitude of the public toward

the quality of elementary and secondary schoola. Whether they present an

aocurate assessment or a rhetorical,exaggeratipn, commentators from many
corners deolare that inferior schools have made.ours a "nation at risk" and
our less-than-learned students the helpless prodUcts of a "rising ,tide of

mediocrity" (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). Citing

high rater of illiteracy and average SAT scores in fairly Persistent deolin%w
the nay - sayers and doomsrdayers have all but drowned'out any equivdoal

readings of what schools in general and public schools in particular have
accompli hod; among the notable exceptions are Cohen and Neufeld (1981) and

/
Flowers 1983).

Growing dissatisfaction with the quality of schooling has pointed
accusing fingers at classroom teaching and the standards by which classroom

teachers are prepared for their professional work. In the.past debade or so,

three, kinds of educational institutions and agencies have attempted.to-

respond to these sources of oomplaint by adding or altering requirements for

those ho are'pursuing the state-teachers' certificate. State departments of

education, the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE), and individual SCDEs in colleges and universities have recommended

and adopted changes. Although their effects on school learning afe not yet

measured and may not be measurable in discrete terms, their individual and

composite effeots on private teacher education may turn out to be

unreasonably burdensome. Consider each group and its remedies in turn.

0'

;
In state capitals around the oountry, state departments of ed atiron

have responded to public dissatisfaction with several reform measu a:

adding a pre-certification objective test like the National Teaohers'

'Examination;' establishing or raiaing.minimum grade point averages for

admission to and retention in teacher eduoation programs and for obtaining a

certificate to teach; and adding subjects (such as methods in remedial

reading and teaching the learning disabled) to the teacher-candidate's course

of study. While certain of these changes affect public and private
institutions equally (all students, for example, must maintain newly adopted

minimum OPAs), and while private SCDEs should have no objection to higher

grade point criteria for admission and retention, private SCDEs may find it

more difficult to add new course and requirements to.their certification

programs than do public SCDEs. There are two reasons for this: 1) with

typically small faculties, private SCDEs can only handle the addition of a

new course by'increasing the teaching and supervision load of its'existing

members; and 2) in those schools without an education major per se, adding

more courses that fulfill no degree requirements may discourage students from

even attempting to complete. certification coursework over and above the

'requirements for their liberal arts major.

37,
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Recenttighpening_of.NCATE acoredttAtionstandards: live take4 6riow- :.
pare lel to theHhotions'of stit*depirtiehts pf.edUCatiOn'w1th equally . ,

diff cult Conisequ;spoes fOr the privete--04000' eduCagOn unit.v As Tom (1981)
has ointed oute-previoua-NCAMstandardijeet:M00:0ared 0 large, public
SCDE 0100.to_their.4maller,Orivatel0Ou4terpaPts-Examplei of-:.::.

"ext a-curricular" KATE Standards With'wtioh private SCDEs may.have
diff culty are the. requirements for holding extensive and updated
instructional materials for all sub3eot areas and grade levels and providing
.Pres ribed levels of field'superylsion to student teachers. To the extent
that KATE or state accreditation agbOolee become Increasimay serious about
appl ing more.elaborate and coatIy standards, private teacher education units
*could suffer disprOlportiOnately.3.

,

! Teacher education programs themselvwhave also responded to public
disaatisfaction with-the schools. Two programmatic innovations--the
competency-based teacher education (COTE) movement and the growing interbst
in requiring a.fif6year of preparation--have gained
mo entum from SCDEs, de ire t produoe better teachers. Neverthelessl.both
re orms create special Problems for private teacher education. The
co petency-based appioaoh to. teacher education necessitates advanced
specification of exact behavioral learnings that are, in.many ways,
antithetical to the tenets of a liberal arts education. For this reason,
COTE programs may be philosophicially inappropriate and practically unworkable
14 many private SCDEs.' The fifth year notion, while entirely appropriate for
the private sop; may falter for another reason: Students and parents who
are willing and able to pay higher private school tuitions for four years may
balk at increasing their undergraduate expenses by 2511 by addin another year
Of study. When financing is at issue, some students may have Wopt for
,public teacher education.or.choose to leave the field altogether.

Public dissatisfaction with the quality of teaohing.in'elementary and
secondary sohools has been met with a varie4y of creative and well
intentioned efforts to improve the preparation of future teachers. The
matter to be underscored here is the potentially injurious consequence of
policy and procedural reform in teacher certification for. private teacher
education if such reform does not accommodate the small size and liberal arts
orientation characteristic of many private SCDEs.

Equity issues. As one of the most influential institutions in society,
' the American educational system has always functioned to some degree as an
instrument of cultural transmission. Since"the 1960s it has assumed
additional responsibility in American society as a primary vehicle for
redistributing educational opportunities. 'Public Law 94-142, Title VII of
the Elementary and SeCondary Education Act of 1965, and the Supreme Court
decision in Lau v._Niptiols--these and other actions of government, inspiredby
civil rights lObbying and litigation have. required educators to attend, at
least to some degree, to the status of equal opportunity in sohools. The
manner in which educators and educational bureaucrats tend to*convert social
philosopt, however humanitarian and Compelling, into institutional practipe
is probl, atic; and, as suggested before, reform from external sources poses
a particular set of dilemMas for the private SCDE.



Under any circumstances, implementing an i4owlogy can be fraught with

complexity (Seidman, 1983), and translating the concept "equal opportunity,"

vaguely defined, into speoific knowledge and practice for teachers has been

difficult at best. The response often required by enabling legislation,
bureaucratic regulation, and 'professional standards, tranalAtea into new
courses, certifications, and endorsements coupled with a proliferation of new

sub-specializations, such as bilingual education, multioultvral education,

and special education. Ptaotioal accommodations of social reform among

teacher preparation units tend to imply expansion in the operations of the

SCDE. If, for example, a state department directive or professional standard

requires the SCDE to develop in future teachers an ability to "identify

cultural backgrounds of _students end interpret impact op learning" (American

Association of jolleges for Teacher Eduoationt, 1983), the SCDE muat either

employ new faculty or provide released time in order for old faculty to

"retool." Both propositions cost money, and without new resouroes the

teacher educ ion unit must impose the new responsibilities on ourreqt

faculty. s we have asserted before, private SCDEs that are typically small

in size an tenuous in institutional role have the least latitude for

expansion d the most difficulty incorporating newly acquired

responsibilities into the duties of existing faculty and staff.

Technological advances. A-fourthLfactor affecting American education is

the exponential growth of theoretical and applied technological knowledge.

Curricula must be created for subjects that never before existed; in more

traditional subjeots, curricula must be:extensivbly revised; technological

applications in the form. of calculators,*videotape and videodisk equipment,

microcomputers, and eventually robots. will have to be.well understood and

thoughtfully integrated into,the instructional repertoire of classroom

teachers. .

40

While this factor undoubtedly affect every teacher education unit,

public or private, it can deal the private,SCDE a particularly hard blow for

many of the same reasons already enumerated. The smaller, fixed numbers of

faculty in private SCDEs fade the expanding knowledge base with little

likelihood of adding positions to their own divisions or ensuring the hiring

of an appropriate toademio faoulty in the earepoes or mathematics divisions

on campus in order that the technologioalareas of .study be well represented

in the preparation.of future teachers. To some extent, private liberal arts

colleges that hold to rigorous standards in the undergraduate curricula may

haVe the partial asauranoe that teacher candidates are gettinika reasonable,'

basic introduction to the soenoes and mathematics; however, such an

.introduction cannot be taken for granted.. What may be the most critical and

insurmountable obstacle for the small,-private SCDE is the ,enormous expense

incurred in the equipping of a comprehensive and oontinuously updated

laboratory of classroom technology.

Remedies

Both the data analyses and futurist.speoulation discussed above suggest

that the factor of size may present the greatest potential challenge to the

majority of private SCDEs. Although declining numbers of teaching positions

1..
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and undergraduate teacher catidiftbestimitt faro ,a Sens to reduce*.

When ourrioulatVad,41.1w1:' Iinot
iSP1M4 Arigbans44*nppr,faculties, the aMelieest

faculty are 'advanced .4-41e,a *el** NM; tot.,
faculties in the *akallobett.,--s,,..., nilkeivtertolged, end too
thinli. spread among- 0601,11_ an_lionev Jo_ #,!*t440,
qua. non for atockiiig 1451 4011,,tefigihitig
technologies, the. imikalpist ett .sit Akats-1',::`4091,i111 *yew ini. our
sample, seldom ..661amar: .'cli;49)1ftstlabirirrarnig,the
attention that allow thetetati lit*;;Itin,,Oppriotebly- riger budgets.

Finally,'' in those bean* sittioattiv*antla where. '+ is 'already an
issue (13%) and wher* ime010,441.olial '44 ameetives.'farlarriatily productivity
and professional aCtivkitt-ctUth tthei,t'vaileve-PIA0 thing and training
(20%), any pressurei thaltAnAlorot teitei SOBE's eatp44&12711,o generate student's or
require the expansion oViiperiebercee or teeth-Lug tinti training pose a
dilemma: either to turtter -'141apardllitte ita viability w$10hin its host college
or university or to in vfista eldiefiever -its, preptiwionai and politioal
communities.

If -teacher eduoMtien,:pnegnams 12n- private sedan are to survive the
pressures of the curve* 'made and; grow, into the 21st Century, viable
solUtions must be fonnfl ter addreekaing the- pnoblema these" pressures raise...
There are no magic uninventt* pro'ammatio wheels.
Nevertheless, rp
means to the long-bereqsared.vali cir the isavater SCDE.

The first suett_reoppeee ts , o pettti,en fOr special treatment orkbehalf
of all or some priviiiti !reacher *ducat-ion *its. Based on the proposition
that private liberal/ arts oolleizes and universities offer certain advantages
that are worth prenerving for .ftiaoher education (Travers, 1980), the "special
treatment" apprea0 would ask: certifying and aoorediting agencies to
differentiate *lig SCDEs lenc/7'their hoot. institutions when revising the
regulations that .direot the ,preparation of future teaoherts. A recent
position paper from the .Countil of ',Chief State School Officers, in fact,
worries about the effect orexpanded certification requirements on the future
of private teacher education.' and advises its members in state aoorediting
bureaus to consider special, treatment for private 'institutions (Soinlon et"
al, 1982). Of course, thiCreapchse hat ho validity unless the petirtion' for
special consideration is ',baited on undeniable strengths; such as exCeptional
-ability among the SCDE,s students or speoified qualities in the SCDE,s
programs that would override the bureaucratic requirements to which the SCDE
wanted to object.

A seoond, complementary strategy to the plea for spebial treatment would
have private SCDEs joiri forces. with like-minded public institutions in ordbr
to monitor new proposals for regulatory reform (particularly from state
bureaus) artd attack, in concert, those that appear t6 be misguided from the
perspective of the teacher educator. .This strategy requires a kind of
political activism on a ,scale unknown to many private SCDEs and may well
involve a degree of cooperation some, private SCDEs are unttsed' to pursuing
with their publio counterparts. Nevertheless, its judioidis use could have,
considerable payoff.
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A third ihort-ringe response'comee from a different uae of consolidated
efforts. Endangered -private .SCDEs can form conaortia and other .cooperative
ventures with peer institutions to join their personnei, m,terial:, and .- t 0,

programmatic resources. Combining fabultiestresOurces, sOsiudimtis may
allow for the 'aodumulation of the neoeasary "criticaliOaasto keepsuoh".
programs f6notioning. -Or-0000,01 the- success of jeetive4rrangements -%', , ==,

,. ,

depends upon a set Of contingefteiep011 or which if. be OtitioaItte.theA
viability of the entire strategy: 1) that more thiirOne ingstitutOn',,have'in .\''

, ,

incentive to develop coo ative procedures; 2) that administrators outside
the =DES approve of the jntuie when: tuition f7eet, and academic are
involved; and 3) that the 000Oiratfng SCDES,work out,.hared syetem of
adcountability that ensures .iiqualiq of OUtOut%neo.j

,
-.-0-4 to aatitarY, thair2,'

,

host in4titutioto, stateoertifying-bureeus, and re :. %nil or notionat,6

accrediting agencies. : '.=.. .',
1 . 4 \

; .
'N

The fourth response OnOompasses a range of aotiliities to increase monies
available for teacher training in.private-settings. Among these Wake
would be arranging for state CUition/grAnts to private institutions,.
particularly in areas of greatett need .(04.1 science and Mathematida,

° special education); raising soft money to.oreate special training programs ,,

that meet the interests of funding agencies and industry; and spacial .

.

.

solicitations to create separate SCDE funds for recruitment 'Of student A and
,

for financial' aid. .

.,.

-.. ,. .

#

In the'And, the potential effioieney and.effectiVeUtres of the four, '.

responses outlined above may be oomproMkSedby4t40-,:retinireMents,ihey would '4

place ()tithe private SCDE just to be attempted and., ultimately, by how4ittle
they may have to do with 'fostering t

1

ue educational Wellence.,,J11 practical
pterms, any strategy that'engages:the time of raOultrmetbers 109mall"private

scpEs.41 a manner that tikes them sii' TIrom their prbreestonal,interests and ?i

direct involvement with teacher, preparation has * builtiin liOation.
Teacher educators in small departments already spenda obnsiaerable amount of .

time negotiating state regulations, supervisingstudenis,In the field, And .

coordinating the interplay ,between .certificatib'and degree. requirements. .

Itese kind's of'managerialworkoarifill heavily on individuals in small
departments where there are relativelyrewer.peopie tijahare the burdens. In

.
the short-range, responses make further dimands:onfacuity-time-7for,eiample,
in)Writing,funding proposals, organizing information/lobbying meetings.witt
state department, personnel or legislators, Onohropizing the participation of
a few departmentS in afloonsortium:arrangement. Thus, the

anticipates 4111 outweigh
the'dostsAn'indiViduai time and energy. A,beoond efficiency criterion would
reqdfrekthatthe costs spent In pursuing a given strategy of resistance.be

..les6-.than'the °Oats associated with simply accommodating the new regulatory
filanctii'te. The kind' br.calCulus implied in considering bgnefit/oost ratios or
.these,sortsoah make conceptual sense but,'unfortunatelx, can elude practical
applioation'

%

44 .

Perhaps:A more important donsideratiOn is that the kinds of regulationa,
standards, and pressures.. private SCDEs,are enoounteringltd seem likely to
race in the Short term may have little or nothing to ''th promoting true
educational quality.. When this proves-to be the case, the best prospects for

. .

'
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.
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1st

the private SCDSi 0 an age of public and professional' clamor for reform, may
be to oombine the most efficient use of the-four reactive strategies outlined
aboVe with an active discussion and advocacy of educational excellence based
on the unique contribution private SCDEs are in a position to make. -

Beyond the- Rhetoric-- of Exoellonoit

The prospects for an increaaingly central role for private teacher
education can be linked to the national quest for educationafexoeIlenoe.
Such a conneotion depends on the quality of students edkitted to the
preparation _.program and the aoadeMtooharaoteriatics of the entire
undergraduate program of study to'which those Students are exposed, within
and outside of the SCDE. If good classroom teachers need to have a facility,
with language, a breadth.: of. litetiladgsi::an analytical capability, as fell As
training 14 the bes,t:gerieral and apecific methOds'of the teaching cretin
stddents who emerge from college with these characteristics Will be ideal
candidates for the teaching profession. State and federal eduoationsl
bureaus., if not 'legislative brancheSOf governient, would be hard-put not to
facilitate their entry into the field. While every college and university
has a certain number of academically talented students and can provide the
programmatic means for them to gain a strongly liberal education, it is the
typical private SCDE that has inherent advantages for identifying and
preparing significant numberS of such teacher candidates.

The first advantage is that, in contrast to their public counterparts,
private SCDEs can often have more selective admissions standards. To the
extent that the private college or university admits all students on a
selective basis, the private SCDE already has actiess to a better-than-average
pool of talent. But equally important, it is the private SCDE that has the
opportunit, if notthe responsibility, toliolehigh standards for tOose j

students accepted into teacher education programs. When a private SOE can
show evidence of selectivity and high standards, its opportunity to use the
four short-range Strategies effectively will increase, and, among those
strategies, its access to student support monies--a likely element in the
reforms that will emerge from the current criticism of American
educationwill increasellost ofall. While this assertion smacks of
idealism, It is not unrealistic to expect that educational reform in the next
few years will lead to an "IDEA of the '80s," and, as result, the private
SCDE will be in a position to attraqt able students to its college or
.univeiksity because it can offer tuition support.

The second characteristic advantage associated with a significant
portion of the private SCDEs in our survey ika strong orientation toward the
liberal arts. We would assert that th&kind of orientation-will prepal4e
teachers who can better edudite,the.next generation of Americans. Of course,
most teacher education units Stipulate that their students get some exposure
to a general ourriculum;,state oertification requirements demand this in any
case. But where teacher education coexists or is integrated with the liberal
arts--a6 in thobe,institutions, for example,. where eduoation is a department
in the liberal arts, where faculty share joint appointments and advise the
edudetion department,On program and curricular content,. or 'those where
students are required tb major in a subject matter-discipline rather than

. 4
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education--future teachers may acquire knowledge and attitudes that separate
thqm from the graduates of more "professionally" oriented programs. When

future teaohera have committed a major portion of their undergraduate studies
to mathematics, the natural sOiences, humanities, and disoiplinarily grounded
courses tn the social and behavioral sciences with faculty educated in the
basic traditions-of those disitiplines, we-can expeot that they-will bring an
incomparable wealth of perspectives to the classroom. In a world where
teehnologioal ohange4and the balanoe between scientifio and humanistic
endeavors requires adaptability and critical perception, the liberally
educated teaoher.is indtopensible.

In the.final analysis, the small size typical of many private SCDEs can
become-irrelevant to their prospects for survival and the contribution they
can make to the'qualityof American edUoation. We assert that private
teacher eduoatiOn will serve itself and the profession best by first pursuit%
its own exoellenoeithroUgh seleoiivity and high standards in the adMission of
student to teacher preparation and by Iploring, implementing, and-
advooatTnte'development of richly lifferal undergraduate preparation ,for
its teacher candidates. Once these internal conditions are well established,
any private SCDEppregardless'of 'size, will, be in a position tb pursue
short-term strategies effectively in the face of today's social anar
bureaucratic pressures. And private teacher education will be able to take a
leading role as an exemplary participant in current and future quest, for
educational excellenoe.
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NOTES

-101 1. :,,k3
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.'-' V

1. For a full discussion of the survey results, epe King,
Wimpelberg, and Nystrom, 1984; Wimpelberg,'Nystrom, and King, 1984; and
Nystrom, King, and Wimpelberg, 1984.

2. The link some have infette. '.etweensleolining quanqty and
quality of education students is'questionod by some soholars (see
Flowers, 1983).

3. We must mention in this context that the complexities of the
NCATE accreditation procedures have resulted recently in a movement to
simplify the Standards and prooeas for Ca SCDEs (see Education Week,
July 27, 1983, p.,$). It is possible that such changes would 'provide
the appropriate flexibilit/ required to validate teacher education ii
private settings..
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Introduotion

e

Smell independent liberal arts_oolleges in the United States display
fierce pride in yhat they do well. They frequently try to avoid
over-extending tbemselvea in order to, maintain a persOnal touch. Small size
is their asset in a culture where largenbes and growth are ape of success
and influence. However, members. of these faculties occasionally lean book in
their chairs and,mistfully retleot, "Oh, what we could do if we were
lariger,.mot enormous, Amit just ot,lit9,e bit bigger than we are.."

The Beloit College Department'of Education has rangedAn size from three
to4tive facul=ty ;member.- ;;during the past two decades, and its aspirations have
always been beyond it resouroea. Perhaps this 'situation would prevail
regardless of size, ) in foot, the department's reach has genemlly.
-exceeded its graawk 'Fortunately, educational oonsortia of various kinds have
141ped Beloit. Beginning in the early-1960s and continuing to the present,
the Beloit Department of EduotiOn has joined four. conaortia. Three are well
established; one is still'in,its developing stages. All enable the
department to build on its'existing'strengths. None takes away the autonomy
of Beloit or other member institutions. Each is,built on a system of ,

.governance thatidepends,on the driving ferce of 4 smal number iof visi,naries.0
who can inspire enthusiasm and hard work' in others. .

The Consortia

The Wisconsin Improvement Program (WIP).1 WIP began in the late 1950s.
Initially it was an alliance of. the

Program
of Wisconsin (Madison),

several Wisconsin school districts, and the Wisdonsin Department of Publib
Instruction. Its major _purpose was to turn "...yesterday's dreams into
today's opportunities." WIP set out to voluntarily improve teacher education'.
through the combined strength of its members in the wake of Spy thik and with
the help of a Ford Foundation start-0 grant. Particular emphisiswas given
to,(1) the improveMentof "clinical experiences" (then used.to refer to
ipractioe teaching only), (2) the desirability of a five-year program 4n
teaoher education, (3) the .development of teaoher internshipsiv (4) better
utilization of certified personnel in local Aohool systems, (5) the addition
of. non-certified personnel in school systems (e.g., teacher aides,
technioians, instructional seorttaries), and (6) inoreased utilization of
learning equipment (e.g:, television, self.teaohing'machinest.and programmed
leqrning materials (Wisconsin Improvement. Program, 1962).

In 1964 Beloit gollege became the first' private institution toejoin.
Immediately, several f, the goals of the. consortium meshed with Or paralleled
the priorities of the Education Department. As a result, an expanded
resource base was created for tOe College. Just as quiokly, Clarence Von.
Eschen of Beloit became an active idea generator and worker for WIP. The
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"intern-in-team" 6onoept emerged as the most useful component of the
consortium for Beloit, and ultimately- beoame the most enduring feature.
Speoifically, a college intern beoomas a 'paid :staff member in a team at a
consortium school. All interns pay tuition to their respective
oollegefuntiOrsity; the school district pays the interns: In Beloit's case,
the interns' is culminating -experienoe of several alinioal and student
teaching plakaments in various sohoo1$ during the five-year MAT degree
program. They onsartium.serves as a plaoement °enter for bOth*lleges and
schools as well as'a developer of inservioe presentations.

The Aasociitat.c9.104041.,of the Midwaat (Aqm).2. The ACM is a consortium
or013 small private colleges-) that vigorously support quality eduoation.
Since its beginning in 1956, ACM has Oecome "...wvahiole for administering
and promoting joint aoademio programso sharing of,researoh and information,
faculty and staff profeasional development, and interoollege support
services," (NW, 1981). Like WIP, ACM attempts to cooperatively offer
off-campus academia programa that cannot easily be provided by the individual
institutions. While the complete offerings of the ACM are extensive, the
Beloit College Departmeilt of Eduoatfon is primarily involved with.the Urban
Education Program centered in Chicago.

The ACM Urban Eduoation Program givesstudent teachers the opportunity
to work within the diverse educational setting ofChioago. Chicago's schools
cannot be easily stereotyped. They include inner-city and suburban student
bodies as well as traditional and experimental approaches. Classes may be
found in virtually every eubjept and.ln,dozens of languages. Students from
beloit go to the ACM progrim:in Chicago and become a part of a community of
educator-scholars from kindred institutions. They plan seminars and
wprkshops together with staff members; they join in teacher consultation
groups; and they work on individual projects.

The Ov4eaa Teaoher Education Coneortium.
4

This consortium places
students in foreign.settings where they praotice-teach. From its begihninik
in 1970, Ross Korsgaard has been the driving force. He his developed a 'w

program whereby other institutions can utilize his contacts and expertise in
order to provide placements in the United Kfngdom, Republic of Ireland,
Australia, and'New.Zealand. Each member institution pays a fee per student
to the Consortium, This fee generates funds for administration, development,'
honoraria, and travel for representatives of member. institutions. A faculty

wmember making a supervisory -visit travels to schools which are hosting
:students from viriO6 oonsoftium institutions. The Beloit College Department.
of Education uses this consortium to complement an active overseas student
beaching mogram of its awn. 14

Thi Wisconsin Consortium for Evalyatin$ and Imprilving Peoressional
Preparation} Program for Tea011e,r4 and 3011901 Personnel. "Wiecohein
ConsOrtiUm");lr the Wisconsin Consortium is In its developmental stages. Its
main purpose ikto improve the quality of teaoher preparation programs-by
providing a new' model for external review. The tounders of the Consor.tium
look upon present'apate, regional, and national accreditation efforts as
incomplete, since these efforts concentrate primarily,; on minimudi standards.
The Wisconsin Consortium.will emphasizeinnovative and unique approaches to
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professional preparation. Also, the Consortium will act as a clearinghouse
of inrormation about Program strengths manifeffted-brthe.V&ALOOS member
institutions. Exemplary prOgrams will be observed and described ao that
their practices oan be uSed Oradapted by other inatitutions, While the
Consortium sets out *to *elms network of Infoimation, it also intends to
research-processes-and prionedurei-used in evaluating prOgfams. The Wisconsin
ConsortiUm idea was largely developed by the membership of the Wisconsin
Association of Colleges for Teaoher Education (WACTE). Like WIP and, the
Overseas Consortium, the Wisconsin Consortium contains small colleges ,as well
as large universities. Twenty-four of 31 Wisconsin institutions are members,
including 11 of the 18 private colleges.

QainO and Losseo: Afteote of Vonaortita' Membership

The Beloit College Department of Education has been an active
participant in each consortium dibousoed above. By virtue of the
department's involvement, the college can, offer students varietyr quality,-

' and pay as part of their course of atudyl Beloit familty oan partioipate in
WIP school inservioe programs as presenters and can invite oonsortium members
to be a part of presentations at Beloit. Three of the four consortia involve,
institutions of all sizes; the ACM consortium is limited to small colleges
such as Beloit. Each consortium began as the result of the creativity of one
or a small number of eduoators.' Their ideas'spread because of mutual needs.
and a willingness to share possibilities; as well as programs that have been
a part of a single institution.

The City of Beloit, Wisconsin, is a microcosm of America, with many of
its problems and.possibilities. The same can be said about Beloit schools.:.
The college is fortunate'to be located in a community that provides Suoh
heterogeneity. However, the population is less than 50,000;and while Beloit-
may mirror the nation in some respects, it oannot,provide the diverse.
cross-section of students and faculty that a large-urban school system oan.
The ACM Urban Education Program offers this extended view. 0f.the thirteen
ACM institutions, only Macalester in St. Paul and. Lake Forest' in suburbad
Chicago are part of population centers. 'The consortium allows all member
colleges to benefit from the educational diversity that. Chicago' provides.

The addition of student teacher placements through the oonsortia not
only provides diversity but also works to guard against the "wearing out of
one's welcome" that oan result from repeated plaoements in a limited number.
of sohools.

o These-gains are not without some disadvantages: All of the distant
placements dimini$h the oollege's first-hand oontaot with'the students. For .

example, students'rrom Beloit are supervised solely by ACM faculty, often.
without an onsite'viAt from the Beloit oounterpaqs. 'Beloit faculty do
make regular supervisory visits to all MAT interns and to about 90 percent of
Ahe,Overoeas student teaoheri, but the:oontaot is not as close as if the
students were on campus.

1
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Just as contact with students is more diffioult.when they are far away,
oommunioation between the home campus and teaohers in the consortium sohoola
is often by letter or telephone. This is not the same as a close working
relationship with elementahy or secondary teachers who can visit the campus
,as well as play host to the college faculty.

Also, expenses increase for some off-oampus programs. Travel costs for
supervision of MAT placements throughout Wisoondln and into parts of Illinois
and Minnesota are more than for supervision in the area near Beloit.
Furthermore, the cost of the ACM-UEP semester is borne by way of an agreement
wheeeby a member college pays a fee to the consortium for each partioipating
student while the student pays tuition direotlx to the college. (The

consortium fee is an average of the 13 tuitions charged by member'
institutions.) In times of intense competition for students, some argue,
"Why should we send them away and, ih effect, give up the tuition once we
have them here?"

The gains from consortium participants clearly outweigh these
disa6antages, however. Both faculty and students obtain a broader view Of
what education offers. Students have choices from a variety of sohools and,
geographical settings. Beloit people can regularly visit as well as host,
colleagues from the various consortia. The college curriculum grows and
becomes stronger.

agaskInegitor Developing oi Consortia
4s.

Some common themes emerge )as one analyzesithe success-of the various
consortia.' First, a wide variety of potential'ideas must be shared early
without premature oritioism, parochialism, or defensiveness., This Openness
leads to a fuller appreoiation of the mutual benefits or difficulties and
aviods petty idea-aquelohing that can short-circuit emerging ideas.

Next,,seed money is important but not mandatory. Both WIP and ACM-began
with substantial grants, and theri worked out ongoing fisoal arrangements once
the consortia were established; the Overseas and Wisconsin Consohtia began'
with no outside funding. Mutual in-kind contributions are necessary,
however. Members must,00ntribute time, support, and ideas without any
expectation of direct. bompeniption.

The present executive secretary of the Wisconsin Improvement Program
notes that, "Success can be attributed to fulfilling a need. Our school
clients will always have a need for a professional staff, and the internship
is a flexible option to fulfill this need." The director of ACM-DEP also
emphasizes' the necessity of being aware of the needs of oonstituents0 both
the colleges and the schools. This consortium's reoent progeam developments
include responses to the linguistic and cultural dimensions of changing urban
populations., Furthermore, she notes how a consortium can become a part of an .

even larger network. For example, the Urban Education Program has linked up
with area studies outreaoh centers, oultural agencies, and global issues
organizations, all of which further increase the resources available to
students and eserienoed educators:6 4
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Founders and active participants reoognize th se rea ons for past and
ongoing-sue-pass, but clit-ways-in-whic n-St tingor consortia 'can
emerge. One former exeoutiie director. suggests to., re as ertive effort to
_involve all members of the "profeasiOnel family."' He bet eves that
departments of public instruction and aohool district)* wi. 1 always be

-valuable-allies-in-an-effort-t0-develop-a-successful-cOnsortiuk--
Consequently, they must be'ahOwn 'What a new group can do; thermuat become a
part of the idea.generating process, While their perspeotives will probably
differ.from .those of the-departments of education, their participation is
usually important, if not crucial.

Another person who was involved in the early stages of one of the
consortia emphasirses the neoesaity of an open mind. He. stresses that
'educators who advise students must be careful not to stereotype the settings
into which the. students are to be plaoed. For example, two student teaching
placements in Leeds nay be significantly different from each other; and
neither may be'the same is a third one. He especially warns against *ramming
that colleagues, parents, and pupils must be different from those at home
just because they live far away. The similarities may outweigh the
differenols, and that, is 4 valuable lesson to learn.

Reflections from consortia leaders mention technology, needs
assessments, and dependence of formal written agreements as helpful tools for
the developers of new oonsortia in the,1980s. Furthermore, they stress that
unanticipated firoblems and obstacles can never be totally eliminated, but
imaginative oolleagues from various institutions can provide amilieu for
flexibility a4d combined effort. .

Wisconsin ciolle-ges and universities involved in teacher educatiori work
together well., public and private, large and small, they maintain an
openness to ideas and problem resolution that has encouraged the emergence of
yet another alliance, the Wi*oonsin Consortium: The key, to the sustained,
success of these groups seems to be best summarized as "cherished
competition," d term used by .a consOrtiUm leader. By joining and sharing,
new trongths take shape that allow each institution to maintain its.
individuality while learning from others.

Of Bourse, Wisconsinis not unique. In fact. oonsortia may be -part of

the American character, as de Tooquevill implied. We.derive benefits and
provide services by our associations (Tooqueville, 1900). This has been the
case in Wisconsin. Beloit College has profited from it. The nature of our
country with its fifty separate state departments of education offers
Aonsiderable opportunity for, inter4nstitutionaL intrastate, and interstate
cooperation and improvement. New oonsortia can be a natural outgrowth. of
such cooperation.



NOTES

1. WIPE, 427 Education Building, University of Wiscohsin, Madison,
W/ 53706..

2. ACM, 420 West Wrightwood, Chicago, JL 60614-.

3 Beloit, Carleton, Coe, Colorado, Cornell, Grinnell, Knox, Lake
Forest, Lawrence, Maoalester, Monmouth, Ripon, and St. Olaf.

4. Wisconsin Overseas Teaohing Consortium, Box. 25, University of
Wisconsin-River Falls, River Falls, WI 54022.

5. The Wisconsin Consortium, College of Professional Studies,
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, Steven! Point, WI 54481.
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The future of teacher education halybeen debated recently at many of the
nation's most selective liberal arts institutions (Travers, 1980). -While it
la-gratifying to-repprit that all or the institations mentioned below continue
to prepare. teachers in state-apprOyed programs, all have faoed queeMons from
skeptical4dministratorav facility committees, and state accreditirragencies.
At the center.of the debate have been several issues: the appropriateiless or
preprofessidbal training in the undergraduate liberal arts curriculum; the
quality end rigor of education couree4; the cost of maintaining email
education. programs In an era of retrendhment, and the role of the state in
shaping the curriculum.

Despite striking similarities in the issues raised on many different
campuses, most eduoation programs have defended themselvea in isolation --
without specific knowledge of the strategies or arguments used by kindred
program& to convince'kskeptics of the importance of maintaining-teaqher
preparation option, within the liberal arts curriculum. Now, however,
eduoation, programs at one group of liberal arts institutions in the Northeast
have created a forum for exchanging information and presenting the case for
the special contribution they can make to excellence in education.

This article is a brief account of the evolution; concerns, and plans of
t ew forum -- the Consortium for Eicellence in Teacher Education (CETE).
It is written in the hope of stimulating likelkinstitutions in other parts of
the country to take similar steps and,, more liberally, to inforn the
educational oommunity about the issues facing edUoation program& on liberal
arts camp4ses.

The initiative that led to the formation of CETE came from Henry Drewry,
Direotor of the Teacher Preparation Program at Princeton. University. After
talkingfinformally with counterpOrts at other institutions in the fall of
1982, he proposed a meeting of .eduoation faculty from several liberal arts
colleges in the Northeast to. discuss oommon concerns and proven strategies
for dealing with academia colleagues and state regulations.

On May 6, 1983, representatives from the teacher educatiOn programs at
Barnard College, Brandeis University, Brown Uniyersity, Conneqtiout College,
Dartmouth College, Pnidoeton University, Smith College, Swarthmore College,
the University of Pennsylvania, Vassar College, Wellesley College, and
Wesleyan'University met at PCinoeton for a day of presentations and informal
discussion. The schools represented had much in ooMmon: All were
tradittionally prestigious liberalArts_inatitution&whoIse distinctive student-
populations and excellenthresouroeirefforded the opportunity to prepare truly
first-rate teeohers., All had secondary oertifioation-programs in which
rigorous preparation in an academic discipline was considered critical to
suocessful praotioe. (Some.of these institutions also had elementary
certifioation'options.) All were schools with relatively small teacher
education programs, with twOto four full-time faoulty being the norm.
Tidally, all were schools located in the Northeastern or Middle Atlantic
states, allowing relatively easy access to one another.-
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Four topioa were originally scheduled for discussion at the Princeton
meeting; these topios concerned the relations of our eduoation.programs to:

1. Other academic departments at our institutions;
2. State agencies;
3. Local sohools;
4. Each other.

However, in the end we spent most of the meeting informally describing our
programs (certification options, types of courses, numbers of faculty,
departmental status, numbers of students, state regulations, innovative
programs, etc.),-as well as sharing "war" and success stories from our
programs' reoent pasts. We all chuckled to discover that the majority of
programs at the meeting were located in the basements of our respective
institutions and nodded knowingly as se*eral programs described what they
wryly oalled the "challenges" that their state's aoorediting process posed
for- their survival. A feeling of camaraderie was quickly established.

During the meeting.it became apparent that the group also wanted to
disouss how college* such as ours, acting singly or as a group, could respond
to'the crisis in recruitment and preparatio4itotteachers that had just been
called to national attention through the*aultaneous publioation of reports
by the National Commission on Excellent:i:1n Education and the Twentieth
Century Fund. Given our select student bodies and our distinctive eoonomio,
and academic resources, mast participants agreed that we were in a unique
position to recruit and prepare teaohers of the highest quality. Moreover,
many of us felt that we had a societal obligation to do so.

A

At the conclusion of the May 1983meting, tentative plan's were made to
._,.forth a teacher educttion consortium whico Would continue to deal with the
tissues identified in the day's sessions. On June 24, 1983, a planning
committee met at'Wesleyan University and established CETE. The consortium
membership currently consists of 15 liberal, arts institutions, including the
12 at the May meeting, plus !ale, Middlebury and Mt. Holyoke. To keep
meetings small enough for productive disoussion,total future membership is
limiter Ito these colleges, with amaximum of two representatives per
institution. The group will meet annually on the campus off! the member
institutions. A coordinator, ohosen from one of the member i itutions,
will head CETE. The position 'of coordinator will?rotate, and each
000rdinator,wil serve for a one-year term.

The first official meeting bf'aETE was held at Dartmouth College on
Neptember 29-30, 1983, with Henry Drewry of Princeton serving as coordinator
top4h0-1-98-3-84---terra.----The-Aeetihsepeezed-14-th-a-general7dcteettegtiortideaigned

to get on the table the whole range of issues with which CETE might concern
itself. Questions that emerged from the discussion included the following:

A. Recruitment and Retention of Students in Education

How can le encourage our undergraduates to consider teaching-for a few
years or as a 'oarelr? What are the incentives for entering the teaching
profession? What Types of scholarship aid or loan forgiveness programs could
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be offered by the federal or state governments; or by business or industry,
as incentivew to undergraduates to oodpider.teaohing? Should soholarahip or
loan, forgiveness programs be only for potential teachers in hard-pressed
fields such as science and math or for students considering teaching in all
fields? How oan math and science' majors-combine teaching with careers in
business or-inotastry? /a -it ethical to encourage Students to- enter this
low-status, low-paying field? In what ways could conditions be improved tp
attract and retain graduates of our Institut/oh*? What has happened t0
alumni of our programs? Have they taught suocessfully? In what types of
schools? For how long? Have they'6ntered graduate school in education or,in
other fields?

VP

B. Building Institutional Support and.Information Networks

How oad the case for teacher education and teaching oareers best be made
to liberal arts college faculties and parents? What kinds of data, written
statements, informal meetings or colloquia will help enhance the status of
education in the liberal arts curriculum? What types of testimony or
institutional regearch will help persuade administrators and faoulty or the
desirability of maintaining or inoreasingthe monetary resouroes and support
given education in our institutions? How can effective links be eitablished
between education faculty and those in other departments through
'collaborative teaching, research or community service? What kinds of
workshops or seminars could education faculty offer to others at their
institutions in areas such as teaohing techniques, Computer aided
instruction, or audiovisual methods? How can CETE colleges inform others
about what they are doing in the area of teacher education (numbers and types
of course requirements and field placements, novel programs)? What kind of
survey of our alumni should be undertaken?

C. Relationships with State and Federal Agjoies AP,

How can CETE colleges within states join together to develop proOedurea
and practices that meet certification requirements? How can CET-6 help
persuade. state certification officials Of the impOrtance and benefit boo
society of approving our programs? How can we lobby effectively for student
scholarship or loan assistance at the state and federal levels? How can we

-4 influence national legislation and policy regarding teacher education?' How
can liberal arts faculty. members become involved in helping to formulate
their states' standards for teacher education and participate in their
program review prooesses? What experimental approicheS to teaoher education
and program approval would be aooeptable to State certification agencies?
What benefitb might accrue to our teaoher education programs if we .were
temporarily_exehinfed_ front_ afafe_requiramenta_on....an_expariniental_basis2

D. Cooperative.Efforts to Promote Excellence in Teaching

What kinds of 'oolliaborative efforts could CETE members undertake with
local schools and teachers? How could good practitioners be encouraged in
their efforts? What kinds of joint summer programs could be developed for
undergraduates considering teaching? What kind& of, oini summer institutes
could be offered to teachers' for purposes ,of,profesSionil renewal or



obtaining certifioation in new areas? What. kind's oflixesearoh proposals could
be jointly submitted by CETW inatitutione In whatAllys oould joint funding
for CETE projects be acquired? What kinds of scholarship or load programs
oquld be developed to encourage graduates of our institutions to prepare to
touch?

After a morning of brainstormlnahnd debating the %mations listed
&bole; subcoOpittees were formed 1 and CETE decided to foous on the followiig
action propoOls during 1983-84;1

1. Develop a Placement Clearinghouse for teacher eduoation graduates of
our institutions.

. i
2. Plan a Teacher Ex6ellenoe BecognItion Day or Weekehd on each CETE
campus to honor exemOlary practitioners in elementary and seconda'ry

- ,

schools.

ILDevelop plans for alternative teacher certification routes for CETE
institutions.

4. Develop a formal statement of CETE needs which could be used within
our institutions and for outside funding.

5. Share information and resources on eduoational innovations--most
immediately, on courses and approadhes involving microcomputers.

6. Develop plans and seek major funding for an umbrella grant and a
CETE program facilitator.

7. Explore possibilities of student loan forgiveness op scholarship
options from NEH, NSF, NIE, or private foundations.?

Because proposals 1, 2, and 3 arelnot as self-explanatory as the rest,
additional detail may be helpful in communicating both the directions CETE
hOpes to take and the practical issues we face:

CETE Placement Clearinghouse

This proposal is a response to disparities in public and private school
hiring. practices that tend to draw many of our graduates into private
education', even when they say they would prefer to teach in public schools.
Private schools typically do most of their hiring 'between April and June,
while public school hiring occurs $noreasingly during the summer months
betwen June and August. AeTa--result, many-of our graduates caept offers
from independent schools, simply beoause they are fearful of graduating
without a job. In addition, many private schools use a more personalized and Ilk
coordinated hiring procedure. ,Several effective private school placement
agencies'interview stud4hts on oampus, send out notices of openings to
candidates, and send copies of resumes to prospective employers. Alleoause
CETE believes that our graduates contribute importantly to public as well as
to private education, we want to.faoiAtate the match between interested'
candidates and public school systems that value liberal arts training. To

ti
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this end, CETE is developing the following plans, which we will implement as
early as the ,spring-of 19841

a. Collect datai:froM all member institutions on graduates who will be
certified to teach in public schools.

b. Sen4 this information to public, school systems' personnel offices
along With a letter explaining our oonern about their late and often
impersonal hiring process, which may be causing them to miss opportunities to
hire candidates in all fieldsl'but especially in math and science.

o. SuggestSuggest that public sohool
in whom theyore interested by May,
until later `it'l the summer. In this
public schools' serious interest in
schdOls are actively pursuing them.

1

systems contact and interview oandid)te5
even if they cannot formally be hired
way, students will at least know of the
them during the period when private.

We hope that the Placement Clearinghouse will benefitour students as we as
the public schools, which CETE is committed to help improve.

Teacher Exoellenoe Reoognttion Day

This,proposal is based on.a program held at Vassar College last year to'
honor secondary school teachers who were identified by Vassar undergraduates
and faculty as being outstanding practitioners of theiroraft. Out of 100
nominations, 53 teachers from across the country accepted invitations to come
to Vassar for a two-day conference, which publicly recognized the talents of
the teachers and offered lectures and discussions on a variety of e oational
topics. Vassar believes that the conference not only,helped teacher feel
supported in their attempts to promote excellence in secondary educe on, but
also providea, a fertile meeting ground for discussion of topics of m ual
concern to high school and liberal arts college faculty.' Moreover, i
provided excellent publicity for theoYassar Admissions Office.

CETE hopes'to organize a mati-site Teacher Recognition 'Day in 104-851
when each of the member institutions will host a day or weekend of workshops
and lectures for local teachers identified a4 excellent practitioners.-
Nominations will cOme from a'variety of-sources: undergraduates, practice
teachers, college facultyl.pareets, and school administrators. The joint
Recognition Day will dramatize and advertise our colleges' appreciation of
excellence in elementary and secondary teaching and will announce to. the
public as well as to the local schools our commitment to collaborative
efforts in pursuit of qualitg. education. The goals of the overall
Recognition Day will be jointly, determined-by. CETE members, but. each
institution will plan its own specific activities.

Alternative Teacher Certifilenbn Roues ;.,

This pfoposal is a response to 'the difficulties faced by some CETE
colleges in meetOg state requirements for teacher certification program
approval (credit hours, types df professional courses, kinds ofr,field
experiences,, faculty credentials', etc.). Some proposed or existing teacher,

A



oertifioation regulations threaten to striot the entry df liberal arts
oollege undergraduates into teaching. -Pot example, scam' state*. propose to
increase the number of professional ooursee that stthents must present for
oertifioation, a move which would be looked on with dpfavor by most-liberal
arts college students, faculties and ourrioulum,committees. In other states,
proposals for five-year-programs of teacher eduoation are even-more
problematic. 'While five-year programs potentially increase the amount.of
time that students can devote to, study in liberal arts subjects, inoreases in
the amount of preprofessional training, espeoially if oonoentrated in a
single fifth year, would raise questions on many campuses. There is a good,
chance that-some CETE oolleges which offer only undergraduate courses of
study would abandon oertifioation rather than develop a five-year degree
program.

Because CETE feels that it' is imperative to keep options in education,
open fo our students who want to teaoh,"for all the right reasons" (as one
of oar members put it), we plen to explore with state boards and departments
of education the paiisibilit of allowing greater diversity in the ways
teaohers are trainee and cart ed Since program approval prooedurep
sometimes become more of an obst e than an aidto developing quality
programs, CETE member institutions plan to explore the possibility of being
excused from some state requiraMents for an experimental period of five to
ten years. During this experimental period, CETE colleges would dtermine
their own requirements, develop pnagrams to meet them, and reoommend
graduates for certification. While the experimental certification processes
were in place, programs would be carefully monitored and follow-4 studies
would be undertaken. Beoause program' ftroval processes and.teaciher
certification requirements vary oonsiderably from state to state, CETE member
institutions will be encouraged to explore alternative certification
procedures singly, or in pairs or triads, within various states.

Although this proposal is the most complicated and educationally radical
of the three described in detail here, CETE believes the times demand new
approaches. In this respect, we are encouraged by recent proposals, such as
that of 00ernor Kean of New Jersey, to simplify the'prooedUres and reduce
the professional courses necessary to teach in the public schools of the
state. 'While we do not necessarily agree with the specifies of his plan, we
applaud the spirit in which it is made.

The Future

.A key policy issue for the future is whether and how CETE should seek to
_ hame_a wlder_impacti. _Currently our foous_is. on Influencing_ our_own _

institutions, as well as various state agencies and funding sources.
However, given the current national concern about the quality or public
education ,and the preparation of teachers, this seems to be an opportune time
to try to"influence national policy and practice by joining with other bodies
to disouSs prospeots for excellence in teacher education more broadly. We do
not feel" that we can or should speak unilaterally for the larger group of
institutions concerned with improving the quality of teacher preparation. We
think it is unlikely that the curricular 810 institutional arrangements that
may be best for our students will necessarily be the solution'for all
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institutions preparing teaohere. Exce lianas in eduoation Will not be
attained -by- olter4Ve.counter prescriptionsot -more-or larger- doses- 9T -various
potidns'(as some oft the recent nattonalreports on eduoation seem -to imply).
Rather, we encourage Colleges and universities in other areas to Torsi similar
ooneortia to explore and exohange ideas that would meet their particular
needs and to oontribute to the- diversity -of -approaches --that oan bring our
nation.- °loser to ther goal of true quality in the education it provides its
young people.

V
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NOTES

I

1. Susan Reimer Smoke ofjiarnard College prepared the minutes of*
the Dartmouth meeting, whioh we helpful in reporting CETE,s,proposed
directions for 1983.84.

- 2. The General Eleotri0 Foundation has given CETE * grant of
$20,000 for 19811.85 to help support a loan program for juniors and
seniors at the m*mberiinstitutions who are preparing to be certified to
teaoh mathematics. Eaoh loan will be $2,00043,000, and the loans will
be forgivable if the student teaches mathematics for three years after
graduation.
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Recent changes in Virginia's teacher oertifioation regulations which
allow college graduates without profesaional education training to teach in
secondary sohools have forded eduoatots and lay people in the rotates and
beyond to question traditional prectioes of educating and evaluating
teachers. Paraphrasing remarks Made 00-4ohn T. Canteen, III, Virginia's'
Secretary of Ed4000490p The Q roniolfOr HigOew Education reported that
"Under the new Virginia reg jons...liberil-irti graduates would receive
provisional certification fo,:two years. During that period, they would take
ninedemeater hours in teaching methods and be observed and aided by
expeelenced teachers. At the end of the trio-year provisional
period...teaohers would be evaluated by teams pr:obably composed of teachers
and laymen," (July 7, 1982, p. 3). This "liberal arts avenue" into teaching
has keen the most highly publicized aspect of Virginia's attempt to raise the
qual/ty of teachers.and teacher education. But the important story - ,-that

which promises to shape the future of the teaching force in Virginia7is only
beginning to unfold in what is known as the' Beginning Teacher. Aasiateno
Program.

'Although still in design stages, this program promises to change how all
teachers in Virginia are evaluated for oertification and:how they are
pr9vided instructional support .during iuringther first two,years on the job. The

,prkgraml. according to the Vitginia State ducation Department, dill have two
goals; to assist beginning teachers for the purpose of imOroving instruction,
and to identify"those beginners who do not meet minimum cognitive and .

teaching performance standards so that they May be eliminated from
consideration foe certification.

We will discuss the specific objectives of the Beginning Teaoher
Assistance Program (hereafteh referred to as BTAP), desoribe initiil efforts
to de3ign'the.program,,and speculate on some of the.things the program'will
have to accomplish in order to be judged successful. We have chosen to
concentrate on these particular aspects of4the BTAP beoause we think they
will Ue of interest to others who'are considering radical prOposals for
changing how teachers are eduoated:and%evaluated.

The Purposea of the 4TAP .

4/4

The story of the BTAP in Virginia is but another example of the struggle
that James B. Conant described more. han 20 years ago: A000rding to Conant,
"The history of (teacher) certification reveals that this esue has long been
a breedingground.of Oritrovensy. The' struggle to control entrance to the
teaching Office la an d10'on04'destined pehhaps to continue indefinitely,"
(1963, p. 8)

,,,

L
Indeed, Conant's .view of the world of teacher education as a struggle

etween "two hostile camps" may be as nearly` accurate today in Virginia as it
s in Conant's day. His oharacterilzation of Ofiese camps. rone composed of an

uneasy alliance of professors of eddoation, classroom teachers and public

4,4
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school administrators, the other composed of professors of the sciences and
the of-influential oollegiate alumnireflects-fairly-
Accurately the Situation in the state. Although the details of the arguments
about what constitutes worthwhile teacher education may have ohanged somewhat.
since Conant's time, the struggle remains, essentially the same: It is a
deeply rooted,-philosophimillme-aboUt the teaching;- -On-one -handi--
Conant noted, "Many people tielieve that the °ourself, given by professors of,
eduoation4re.worthless, and that the degrees granted students who have

rdevoted muCh..otheir time to. these oouroes are of little value. ". Eduoation
, professors, on the otherhand, "pride themtelves on their skill, as

teachers.... They impIy,.and sometimes openly state, that it all profesbors
had taken their course they would.be better teachers!" (p. 8).

AsConant noted, the emOiOns which contribute to personal definittions
of good teaching are most easily aroused when the discussion turns to state
requirements for teacher certification-- requirements whi6h in the eyes of
those who reside in the second camp seem to (weep "high proteotive,tariffs"
for schools and colleges of education. ,The BTAP in Virginia is, among other
things, an effort to remove such tariffs.

As of July 1, 1984, all new teachers An Virginia, whether they graduate
from colleges of eduodtion or enter teaching via liberal arts colleges, will
be given two-year provisional certification. This certification is
"provisional" in that beginners 411 be expected to demonstrate their
abilities to accomplish selected performanoe'oompetenoies, to complete nine
semester hours of ooursework in education if they have not graduated from an
approved teacher eduoation'prdkram, and to submit scores on the National
Teachers Examination (NTE) before being granted a Collegiate Professional

ik
Certificate that will be valid_ or five years., The choice of the phrase "to.
submit snores on the National.,,, hers Examination" is intentional and
important. Although .a validity udy.of the NTE in Virginia has recently
been.00mpleted, and the establishment of out-off scores for certification is
anticipated, such scores have`not yet been set.

What makes the BTAP different from existing practice is that it puts the
state directly in iphe business of performance assessment of teachers, as
opposed to relying on approved preservioe programs of teacher education for
making certification decisions. Speoifibally, the BTAP will concentrate on
assessing beginqers, performances of such instructional fudlitions. as:
organization (i.e., of lesson planning); evaluation of student.
performance; recognition of individual differences; recognition, of cultural
influences on children; understanding human .growth and development, 61aaaropm
management and discipline; and implementing educational' policies. These
instructional functions are, of course, anything but revolutionary. The
methods of evaluating beginners' performances, however, may be quite
different from traditional practice. .

The BTAP will utilize a standardized statewide assessment process for
the approximately 1,500 new teachers who enter the profession annually. This
assessment process must provide information upon which decisions about
granting and denying oertifioation can be based. In addition, the assessment
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process must be able to provide feedback to atljnew teachers so that they can
improve their classroom performancea. The program, then, focuses on- Loth
aummative and formativeevaluation.

Exactly. how this new standardized/teacher edSoation and evaluatiOn
system will-operate is not yet- oleare(- It appears that beginning teachers

;will initially be screened!for the program at the time they begin their first
job. The aoreening will probably be based on.siiulations that concentrate on
various instructional functions. After the: initial :screening, beginners will
be afforded op ortunities to engage inyinservice aotivities which foous on
their areas of eakneas. They then be observed on numerous °mislabel in
their Classroom for the purpose of assessing theiriperformance abilities.
Finally, they wil be given additional opportunities to either improve their

'work or be eliminated from consideration for a five-year teaohiN
certificate.

Initial Efforts a % .Program. Design

, In August 1982, the State Education Department contracted with four
aeparnte agencies to build,a model Program for assessing and supporting
beginning teachers, performances. In approaching this task, the agenoies
were to make ae4eral assumptions. First, the evaluation orbeginning
teachers was to be a standardized on a state wide basis with "int ested

faudiences" (teachers, school administrators, state department.
representatives, and college and university petsonnel) involved i ', and being
compensated for, developing and Amplementing the program. Second, although-
behavioral.indioatora of teachers' abilities to demonstrate vari a teaching

d-functions woUlneeeto be developed, several di er .people ig t be
involved in making hasessments, and d: a on . : nners' : or noes might be
collected in various ways. Third, eginning teachers should be given
counseling and advice about hoW to itprove their performances and be allowed
more than one. chance to prove their worth. ,

7

With ttiose assumptions in mind, the contractors wereto develop models
rhose design coula'serve as a guide for a second round of programdevelopment
activities. Each or the four oontraotora was to c9naider problemsof
defining, behavioral indicators, with attention to minimum performance
criteria. They also were to address, the problems of establiihing validity
and reliability of teacher asNesament'instrumentation, training 'Valuators,
developing assistance for beginners, keeping records, and admintering the
-BTAP.

,
?

.Although there will undoubtedly be changes in the BTAP as 4to various
components are operationalized, some things will remain constant. first, the
BTAP will emphasize beginning teaoher assesament and assistance. As'

belinning teachers are assessed, information concerning strengths and
weaknesses will be generated, and this information will be Used to plan.
assistance activities for each beginning teaoher. Later, those who were
initially found to be "belt*. the standard" will be reassessed. Second, the .

program will be a perforMance-oriented one .in which both the assessmentiand
assistance. components occur after preservice requirements are completed. In

other words, the program will be used for inservice beginning teachers and
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will occur within the context of_ the professional workplace.' -Third,
assessment will focus upon the major functions which teaohereaotually
perform'in the classroom, e.g., instruotional planning, guiding student
learning, making evaluative judgments about students, managing student
coochlot, etp._ _thetle. functions ,ind theq.various competencies
which impinge on their fulfillment will4 to the degree possible, be derived
from the research literature. Fourth, the,4kieistaniie component of the
program will be designed to encourage the. involVement of local school
divisions and to, support the regular*Aysohoordistrict staff development
program. While there will be beginhillOmdcher diagnOstio information and
certain stdff development content materid14devigloped afid aftinistered at the
state level,, local school divisions will *Aurae's ncajor respom4bility for

s

the conductiof-staff development activities. :
4

Assessing the Success of the BeginninkTeacher Assiat4nOe Pri640.

The value- of the ETAS will be assessed formally and informally- in
several ways: The first 'and most obvious way will be to examine the

.

performanpes of beginning teachers. If beginners' abilities to demonstr4e
various teaching functions thought to be essential to the performance or the
role of teacher can be accurately assessed, and if as a result of having
participated in inservioe activities their abilities to do so improve, then

gtheir performances can be interpreted as supportin evidencie for the
tnstructional'validity of the BTAP inservice activities. Although this
Fethod of assessing the worth of the BTAP is fairly straight-forward, it is
problematic. The technical difficulties of developing, analyzing; and
interpreting tests of teachers' abilities are legion; there will be
questions, too, about how best to use testaata dnd information from
performance evaluations when, making personnel and resource allocation
decisions about beginning teachers. In addition, prior abilities of people
participating in BTAP must be taken inte"aocount; that is, some of the
beginners will have. come from professional programs of teacher education that
have.suppoSedlysencouraged them to acquire the same profedsion41 expertise
which BTAP is designed to promote. Others who have entered teachinq directly
from colleges-of arts and sciences will have had little or, no professional
training. There are, .of course, ways tp handle suoh 'potential yroblems, but
examining teachers' performances is not the only way to assess the:worth of
.211 program.

The success or failure of the MAP 11 also be judged by the
and quality of new teachemwho enter a tay in the teaching profession._
Underlying the development of'this kind program is t e assumption that
"good" people have been discouraged from entering teaching because of the

.

restrictions placed on them by schools and colleges of education. The BTAP
will go a ldng way toward removing such real.or imagined.restrictions by'
providing on-the-job support to beginners, thus.supplantingl at least in
part, program requirements-of professional schools. If more.flgoodspeople"
(however that term is defined) enter and. stay. 'in Virginia's classrooms, then.
this, too, can be interpreted as evidence that. the BTAP is succeeding.

O
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There are,,arei,of-course) other ways-that,the-BTAP--and, for-that iatteri
any program that purports to improve teachers.and teaching- -is likely to be

'-judgedl The.publio, q6AOubt, will expect teacherl.and pupils to spend more
time on the businesS6f,learnIng than they presently spend, to produce
results in learning-AV-they am-not now-producingitand-to enjoy their work

. in the proce6s. The ileiree4:WhiCh "ginning teachers are"successful.in
Ae'r helping' hemselves and their,St4dehts aodbmplish. these Ob (Alves 4111

influence greatly the way ir./Moh polipy-maker general 00116-
!

. perceive the value of the BTAP\H-W.hatAs troubling about the use of such
'criteria for determining the suckkes of programs designed to evaluate and
support teachers is that they tehd*to diminish the magnitude and complexity
octeaching and learning probleme.

Indeed, the problems which gave rise to the creation of programs like
-r -the BeginNing Teacher Assistance Program are longstanding and not amenable to

faolle remedies.. But if the program,can, even in small ways, begin to,
imiove life.-1h classrooms on a.day-to=day basis, then it will have begun to
fulfil,;. its promise.

c-)
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